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SECRET

Etapnendienst 1914 -1918.

The organisation of the Etappendienst was begun some yea re IA-f orc the
first World War by the "Admiralstab der Marine" (service inotructions wsre
issued in 1911 under the title 'Vorschrift nr die Verpfliohtung von
Berickterstattern und Vertrauensmannern sovie das Zusawenarbeiten mit
denselben (Vorschrift 4") and it was to function in mar time as a supply
organisation for German warship in foreign waters with the additional duties
to collect and transmit - to Aher Etappen, to the warships and to the
Admirals tab der Marine in Germany - intelligum of importance to the cmduct
of the war and, as opportunity offered, to interfere with and mislead the
enemy Intellignoe Service and organise sabotage. Agents were German business
men in neutral ports whose duty it was to purchase the supplies, particularly
fuel, and arrange their delivery to the warships at secret rendez-vous on the
high seas. An appreciation of the work 0 the Etappenorganisation in the
first World War was included in volumes 1 and 2 0 "Kreuzerkrieg", written by
Raeder and published by the Admiralstab. And in Ootuber 1933 "La Revue
Maritime" published an article on the same subject by J. Dnorochk,
II, German Naval es iona e and counter-eh Jona e or anisations

to 1 •

1

• The following brief . acoount of the German Naval espionage an4d_count erespionage organisations betwvn the two wars is inClUded here to show the
badkgroland against which the Etappendienst-was-rectr uoted for the second
7Orld
In 1927 the llarineleitung and the Heeresleitung each oontrolled its
•own intelligence section. . That of. the Harineleitung was divided thus
(a) the umilitariseher Erkundungsdienst", under.A II k
(b) the 'Weltnachrhtendienst", Under A II
(c) the "Spionageabvehr"..under A Ii.m.
The "militarischer Erkundungsdienst" (E.-Dienst) was a secret espionage
(a)
organisation employing secret agents, "Helfer" or "Agenten" (who either worked
in an honorary capacity . - "etwo, aus sportliohen Neigungen", or for money), to
collect Intelligence about foreign 'Navies and transmit it to the German
statiens, in peace time to A II k of the Marineleitung, and in war time to
Kriegserkundungsstellen" - "E.-Stel/en" - to be established inside Germany ob
in neutral Gauntries as close as possible to the theatre of war.
(b)
. The peace time functions of the "Weltnaohrichtendienst" (N.-Dienst)
were toccillect all political and edanomic information and that concerning
'racial •s3oho1ogy', together with such military information as could be
obtained without active espionage. This 6rganisation was also to be used for
propaganda purposes; influence of the Press abroad, etc. The agents were to
be described as "Vertrauenspersonen der Reichsmarine" and to be oflosen from the
German colonies in foreign countries.
The "Weltnachrichtendienst" in war time was to be explanded,_but itp
agents were to continue to avoid all activity against the law of the 'bountriels,„
in which they operated. Certain of tilt agents living near the theatre of tar
would, in addition, ifsuitable and agreeable, be required to establish
"Kriegsnachrichtenstellen" - "N.-Stellen" -'for the collection of Intelligence
from the "Weltnachrichtendienst" 7 agents and to control despatch, observation
and interrogation serviees.
Other • "Weltnachrichtendionst" agents, particularly those overseas,.
would be required to serve the "Kriegsberidhterstatter- under . Vertrauensmannerdienst". This service', as.its.name then implied, was only to become operative
in time of war. Its functions were to be the supply of German warlItip6,in
foreign waters 1114th material and information and to support the trade war antside
European waters. The agents were to be known as "Kriegsberiohterstattee.and-•
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" KriegArolom."PuP4batesnret and were to giiv3%.-2-eh-i.,-4st---r,opee'rtionen"
whioh would

(It WOW intended fot the successful operations of both the "militarischer
Erkundungsdienst" and the " ' reltnachrichtendienst" that the representatives of
thd German Foreign Office abroad should, where necessary, oo-operate especially
in prividing oover in neutral territory during war time and in forwarding
oorrespondenoe.)
The "Spionageabwehrdienst" (G.-Dienst) was to combat the enemy's
(c)
espionage
(i) By co-operation with the general measures taken by the civil
•
authorities after consultation with the military (frontier controls,
postal and telegraphic surveillance, etc.)
(ii) By "Gegenminen"
(iii} By investigation of those enemy organisations in and outside Germany
opposed to the German Intelligence
(iv) By participation in the military aspeet of treason and espionage
•
trials
(v) By misleading and sabotaging foreign espionage.
This service would operate in peace and war time. It was for
consideration whether s 'on the outbreak of a war, special "Spionageabwehrstellen"
- "G.-Stellen" - should be established on neutral territory.
Agents of the "Spionagev.bwehtaienst would be named "Abwehr-Agenten"
and would be paid or unpaid, permanent or occasional agents.
On 1.4.1928 the "Spionage-Abwehr arbeitenden Stellen" of the
Marineleitung were absOrbed into the "Abwehrgruppe" of the Heeresleitung to
form the "Abwehr-Abteilung" of the Reichswehrministerium. The Navy's counterespionage seotion (The "Spionagerbuehrdienst" referred to above) YMB taken into
Gruppe III of the Abtehr-Abteilung, bUt its espiohage services were controlled
separately by Grippe V (or. Gruppe Marine), with Referat V(a) for the "geheimer
Neldedienst" presumably 4 tievi name for the "militarischer Erkundungsdienst")
and Ref erat V(b) controlling the "Velttachriehtendienst". See: Appendix IV The organisation of the seCtion controlling the Etappendienst in relation to
the German Intelligence S4rvioe.
By August 1930 the VeInachrichtendienst had been dissolved. A report
of September 1931 refers to its failure; to the large expense disproportionate
to its results and to conflict with the Foreign Office.
III Reconstruction of the Etannendienst.

A -

Aims.

Korvetten Kapit4p FRISIUS was ()barged with the organisation of the
Etappendienst on a new foundation With speoial consideration to reduoed costs,.
elimination of the possibility of conflict with other Government departments
and, above all, to its military aims. - These last were outlined in August 1930
as :

.(1) support of German cruisers in foreign waters at the outbreak of war
in their journeys home.
(2) support of the direction of economic warfare and of the cruisers
•prevented by the war from returning home.
(3) cOnstruction of a reporting service (= Meldedienst) which would enure
the supply of
a) all information of importance to the disposal of Germany's Forces;

•
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.1) it'f:-,trulttio71•adtia31 ih daho destruction of the
enniy 's Lhipping traffic and the surveillance of neutral shipping.
And in a lecture given by Leiter Gruppe TV to the Ma.ritpakademie on 16.2.38
the functiGns of the Etappendienst were summarised thus
to enable cruisers stationed abroad, auxiliary cruisers and auxiliary
vessels to obtain supplies and provisions from neutral countries as
soon as the delivery of supplies from Germany ceases,
to collect information of military, political and economic importance
and to transmit it. to he Seekriegsleitung and to the'German werships
and merchant vessels in the area,

to support Germany's economic warfare and to interfere with the
enemy's Obtaining of supplies, so far as this is possible by influence
0n the authorities, firms and Press concerned.
Whereas the Al3wehr (in view of the importance Of the Intelligence side
of the work) 178.5 made responsible fmr the development of the organisation and
th Marinefor the recruiting, training, communications etc. of the agents . the
leitung - later the OKK - was responsible for giving military inftructions and
naturally continued to be actively concerned in the policy of the Etappendienst
and in its agents. It put at the service of the organisation during the years
before the war the captains and other officers (very often the Navigation
Officer) of the cruisers for the recruiting of agents abroad and liaison with
them,, and - while the Etappenorganisation was still run from the AbwehrAbteilung - the use of the Reichsmarinedienststellen in German ports where
there was to Abvehrstelle, for liaison work, etc,
B - Expansion.
In 1934 a four year plan was drawn up for the expansion of the
Etappenorganisation to full strength by the end of 1938. The Abteilung Abwehr
budgeted for an experiditure of 20,000 Reichsmarks for tours of inspection of
England, Sccndinavia, Central America and North Africa. It vas decided that
yearly reports on the progress of the organisation should be submitted to the
head of the Abteilung. The training of agents was to be undertaken seriously.
Sreoial attention was to be directed towards the building up of Etappe England,
which was proving a very difficult tasks
In May 1935 a special agreement vas signed between the Ausw grtiges Amt
and CANARIS,.as head of the Abwehr-Abteilung, concerning the assistance to be
given to the Etappenorganisation by diplomatic representatives abroad; this
included regulations governing the safekeeping of agents' secret equipment and
the handing over of this equipment on the gutbreak of war and the recruiting of
new agents fOr the Etappenbrganisation by diplomatic representatives abroad.
C Organisation.
By the end of 1938 the Etappenorganisation TIELS considered to have been
built up to its full strength. It was divided territorially into three main
Nab-Etappe, Fern-Etappe, Uebersee-Etappe, which were subdivided into
Etappen
Gross-Etappen, comprising several Unter-Etappen. There were also Einzeln.
Etappen (single Btappen)covering smaller territorial divisions
Gross -Etappen
Finland
. . . .
-Nah-

!tamps,

Scandinavia
England . .
EinzelEtappen
Belgium
Denmark

.....
...... .

.

Finland

1
4

Norway •

2) Sweden

3) Lithuania
. 1)

....... 1) England

Estonia
Latvia

2) Holland

‘,*

Gress Etappen
Spain
4.•

•

in'

• • • •

S.5;1.64.

Spanish
3) Portugal
4.) Azpres

12ttaslyiez.11,75.61..attazis.a..

'

• Einzel-Etannen
Greece
.
.
Black
Sea and Asia Mint
1
( Persian Gulf
Eastern. Mediterranean
West Africa
Gross-Etaften
North America. . •

1
...10.22.rsee
..Etamm.

Portuguese West Africa_
Gulf of Guinea
S.W.Africa
POrtuguese East Africa -•
Brith4iEast Africa

•1 4. • • •

East ASia. • • .

•

Mexico

North America rest Coast )
North
Ameri6a East Coast)

. . . . .

SOuth America.. •

Einzel4Etannen
Greater Antilles

.

Brazil
2 La Plata
3 South America (West Coast)
1

Japan
• • 12.
Hahchtkuo

.

Panama. (Central 'hole466. and Lesser Antilles)
Netherlands East Indies
1 . China (including HongkOng and Philippines)
In additial there wer% indepexident Etappen stations at Colonbo,
Madras, Calcutta, Bangkok, Sydney and Vellingtft.
Etappe England was dissolved in riaroh 1939, and the rest of Nah-Etappe
in July 1939 (although tiover addresses, and the agents responsible for
correspondence addressed to them, in the countries concerned were retained).
The Eastern Mediterranean Etappe was dissolved in June 1939, and on the outbreak
of war: the stations in all British and French possessions were also closed.
The work of preparing an organisation in Spain was left to a certain
extent in abeyance &tiring the Spanish Civil War, but from the summer of 1939 .
plans were pressed forward for anEtappe in Spain which should, primarily be
ooncerned with the naval supply operations.
In September 1939 it was decided -big set up an Etappenorganisation in
Russia and by the end of 1939 a base was established on land near HormanaL, „aade
available to Germany by Russia. This Etappe was finally olosed down in 1940
when Germany had acquired bases in the north of Norway.
The Etappe in the Netherlands East Indies ceased after the occupation
of Holland.
In the spring. of 1941 Etappe Bordeaux was established under Omer of
the Kriegsmmrinedienststelle (KM) . there for the supervision of the . "Versorgungsschiffe n who used this port as their home base.
IV, Agents,
li;Caries of Agents.
The agents of the organisation Were mainly reliable German business men
and shipping agents established in ports all Over the world. .Etappen orders
stressed that Germans shtiuld be vell .;.established in business and respected by .

4
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he authorities of the cottn4rr; the ma&-.9.1A4Llicoa.ovaldb1
of the
political conda-timo—a the colnytry-. They were-recruited and given e
instructions either by officers of the German warships on their calls at el:1*RJ=
ports, by the Naval Attach6s responsible for the Etappen or by the Headquarters
Referenten who visited the areas under their control; and cottaot with them was
maintained in the same way and during the agents' visits to Germany. Agents
alretdy working for the organisation were also encouraged to reoommend potential
new agents and to communicate with Headquarters directly ) giving all particulars
with regard to business connections ) reliability, etC.; Abw.Abt, then
comMunicated with the potential agent.
Each Grossetappe was headed by a "Ialit grischer Leiter" (military leader) who was the Naval Attach of the nearest German Embassy or
Legation. Each Etappe had at its head a "Leiter Berichterstatter" - L(BE)
(head Intelligence agent) who was responsible for the agents in his territory
and whose duty it was to keep in constant touch with Headquarters and with his
agents. A L(BE) at the head of an Uhter-Etappe was subordinate to the rill.Ltr.,
but L(BE) at the head of Einzel-Etappen were directly responsible to the Berlin
Headquarters. An agent was either a "Berichterstatter" - DE (reporter of
intelligence) or a "Versorgungsmant (Berichterstatter)" - W(BE) (Supply man and
intelligence agent) according to the purpose of the Etappe in which he vas
stationed. In rare oases Germans who had taken the nationality of the oountry
in which they lived, were employed as Vm(BE). In some oases "Reichsdeutsohe"
were recruited as "Hilfsberichterstatter" (assistant reporters) and in certain
oases non-Germans were employed in this capacity. By the end of 1938 there
were some two hundred agents employed by the organisation abroad. In January
1940 an order VMS issued to the effect that the Etappen- q-Leute were oonsidered
as members of the Kriegsmarine and, as such, subject to service regulations and
exampted from military service in the Reich; a Vm(BE) was equivalent to a
Kaptlt. and a L(BE) equivalent to Korv.Kpt.
B - Agents' Equipment.

The agents' "Geheim Ausrilstung" (secret equipment) VMS held in peace
time in special safes at the nearest Embassy or Legation, by the Mil.Ltr., or in
the nearest German consulate (provided the consul was a career, and not an
honorary, consul) and was only to be handed out whet the issue of a "Spannungsbefehl" from Berlin (or the outbreak of a war) gave the signal for the
Etappendienst to begin active eperatione. The material was divided into :
a) Grundausr15stung (basic equipment), and
b) Zusatzausr5stung (additional equipment).
(a) consisted of
1) Vorschrift A, "Anleitung ear das Zusammenarbeiten mit den Vertrauenleuten der Etappenorganisation" (Guide for collaboration with agents
of the . Etappenorganisation. See Appendix II for translation).
2) The Etappenvorschrift (Etappen Regulations).
3) The Wbrterbuch fir Scheintelegramme (17..f.S.) (Dictionary for Sham
Telegrams) 1930 and 1936 editions, with code instructions; the
Vertrauensmttnnerschnssel (Agents' code); and the Schlbssel H (Code H).
In November 1939 a new code, in the form of an addition to the V.S.
known as the "Versorgungsmg nnerschltsselzusatz", was issued.
The 17.f.S was used for communication between one agent and another,
between agents and Headquarters and between warships' commanders and
agents. The V.S. was a simpler form of code, which could also be used
in connection with ordinary commercial'codes and could be carried in the
agent's head. In general this VW used for less secret types of
communication. The Code H was to be used for secret traffic between
warships and merchant ships, hand between the L(BE) and merchant ships.
W.f.S 1936 and the V.S. were 'blown' in 19/4.1 (when the agent in Cadiz
lost his copies).
4)

The agent's "Verpflichtungsverhandlung" or "Sondervereinbarung" - the
paper signed by on agent when formally engaged.

- 65) -the agat f e_Dienstausweiskoervioe pass) if issued.
6) "Kennung der Kriegsschiffe (Schattenrisse)" (silhouettes for the
recognition of warships)
7)

7eyer's . "Taschenbuch

der Kriegsflotten" (pocketbook of warships)

8) the Inlertitional Signal Book (Part II, Wireless Traffic) for the L(BE)
liapag7Lloyd Code
10) Bentley Code

commercial codes

The papers number above 7 - 10 (and apparently the W.f.S 1930 edition,
whioh was used in peace time) might be held by the agent. The agents were to
revise their knowledge by examination of this "Grundausetstung" at the place
where it was held, at least once a year.
(b) consisted of
1) List A - a list of cover names and addresses used by the OKW, to
which agents communicated.
2) List B - a list of the names, cover names, nuMbers and addresses of
agents. The copies of List B for use by the agents themselves
contained only the names in the area concerned. A complete version
was held by the Mil.Ltr's,
3) List C - a list of cover names of German warships, each having two
different cover names which could be used alternatively,
The "Zusatzausrastumg" might not be opened before the issue of a
"Sparrmirgebefehl" or the outbreak of a war. (Amendments to the lists were sent
sealed and were only to be opened with the original material at the given signal).
The German Navy cotmands and ships were also issued with the
"Grundausrstung" (with the exoeption of the papers numbered 4 - 7 above and,
from August 1939, with the addition of a map "British Empire Shipping 1937"),
but with the "Zusatsausrstung" only on the outbreak of a war or before sailing
to foreign waters.
Is June 1939 - owing to the increasing political tension - orders were
issued that all the material containing names of agents (the "Verpflichtungsverhandlungen" and "Sondervoreinbarungen", the Lists A, B and C, and the
Service passes) should be burned. In addition the "Etappenvorschrift" and the
"Kennung der Kriegsschiffe" were withdrawn; as was the NT.f.S 1936 from the
territories especially endangered, primarily the British colonies. (Agents
were to be instructed to commit coding methods to memory and to make notes of
cover names, addresses eta. in such a may that they should divulge nothing if
read by an unauthorised person.) List C was no longer to be used. The
original equipment was however left with the Mil.Ltr's, of the Grossetappen.
C Payment of Agents.

Vith some exoeptions, V-Leuto were only to be paid a regular salary
(L(BE) were to receive RK500 a month, and Vlie(BE) RM500 a month) during service
in war time. The money for these pants vas, at least originally, distinguiF'-,
from the "Versorgungsgelder" (see IX below) and referred to as "Betriebsfonde
or "Kriegebetriebsfonds". It was planned that funds to cover three months'
salaries and expenses should be sent to the Etappen before the mar and held
Iiith the "Geheimmaterial" (the secret eqyipment). In May 1936 AbeeIV resked
for ROI 250,000 in 'Devisen' for these funds, but owing to the shortage of
I Devisen' it was apparently not possible to despatch the full amounts before
war broke out. The money was normally sent '\ the first were despatched at
the beginning of 1936) through the AuswLrtiges Amt in the form of a cheque on
arahglish bank and the recipient (the German diplomatic or consular
representative) was inetructed to cash the cheque and hold the money in bank
notes or gold, bearing in mind that they must be exchanged Dor up-to-date
issues should the notes become invalid,

■•••
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In November 1939 it was noted that as the salaries for V-Leute could
not be sent to the Etappen in 'Devisen', a 'Sperrkonto' (blocked account) had
been arranged in Germany for the V-Leute. But in certain cases - in which an

agent whose presence In a paitieelar place was essential for militkry reasons
but who., unless he received the Etappen salary, might be forced to leave his
post for personal business reasons - payment would have to be made in 'Devisen'.
AlthouAh there is no specific reference to the arrangement, money for current
expenZes must presumably in the war have been drawn from the 'Kriegsmaterialfunds'.
D - Agents' peace time dnties.
It as

the duty of the Etappon-N.-Leute in peace time to prepare

fcr

their work in a war. They were to gain such knowledge of the methods and

channels Of communication, and if possible pro-knowledge of controls likely ter
be imposed, that on the outbreak of a war there should be nothing to prevent
their effective operations. They wore also to maintain good relations with
local authorities, especially port and customs officials and make-contacts from
whom they could obtain intelligence information and with whom they might thus
expect to be able to do business connected with their work as "Versorgvngsmanner". Information of outstanding importance was to be reported even in
peace time; and the agents wore to watch for the existence of organisations
like that of the Etappendienst„ run by other countries in their terrt*orY.
V% Policy in

the Etanpendienst operated.

andagainst which,

The Etappendienst was to operate in neutral and friendly countries
only because of its dual purpose of suulying Gorman warships, which obviously
could not be carried out from enemy territory; and the collection of
Intelligence, which wa8 to be Intelligence about the enemy, not about the
country in which the agent was resident; the agent was not to operate against
his "Gastland". This policy conforms with the general conception of the
organisation whose agents wore-to be respectable men on good terns with the
local authorities (NAP meMbers serving the Anslands-Organisation of the Party
in an official capacity wore considered by the Abwohr automatically to be
suspected by-the local authorities, and were therefore not employed - although
there were exceptions - in the Etappendienst) and business houses; and vas to
ensure their continued liberty in time of war when they wore to begin active
operations for the Etappendienst.
In the early 1930 1 s, when the reconstruction and development of the
Etappendienzt was being . planned, Germany's potential enemies wore France and
-Poland, and the develOpment of the Organisation centred round the trade routes
of these countries (including, for instance, the Swedish railway's).
Naval espionage against the country in which an agent was resident or
operating Tans oonducted . by the "gehimer Heldedienst" under the control of the
old Referat V(a) of the,Abwehr-Abtoilung, which subsequently became Abw.I
Which also ran the naval espionage in and against France and Poland, the "enemy"
countries. Belgium, too, was for some time included with France in territory
in which Only V(a) could operate (the first moves to find personnel for Etappe
Belgien were made in November 1935).
It was debated for some time whether Etappen should be established in
Russia and Italy. In regard to Italy for instance, it was first considered that
as, owing to the political circumstances no Intelligence was being conducted
there (Peferat V(a) had no organisation in Italy in 1935), no Etappen agent or
station should be installed - but that it might be possible to obtain the
Intelligence required through more official channels, but it was finally decided
(by OctOber 1935) that, since the activities of the Etappendienst were not
directed against Italy herself, there could be no objection to placing personnel
there.

This general policy in regard to the territory in which, and against
the Etappendienst was to operate explains the dissolution of Etappe
England after March 1939, when England was recognised as the future enemy should
there be.) 4 war. The remaining territory of the Nab_ Etappe (Belgium, Holland,
which,

8Denmark'Qvith the exception of Iceland, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Esthonia, Latvia
and Lithuania,'was handed over to Abwehr-Abteilung I on 1.7,39 ta: avoid
duplication of work and for reasons of personnel; Nah Etappc in the frontier
states on the North ca and the Baltic was constructed for Intelligence'
purposes only (the supply work of course being unnecessary owing to its
proXimity to Germany) and when, for instance, K.O. Holland and K, 0, Belgium were
planned in the spring and summer 1938, it was laid fovn that the officers in
.711orkin.those coUntries should be kept fully informed of.
charge of
the'Etappen-:V-Leute employed • there and of their activities. This arrangement
must have proved unsatisfactory and have led to the decision to transfer the
organisations to Abvehrabtoilung I. On the other hand, where the naval supply
work vnn to be the primary purpose of an Etappo (as in Spain from the summer of
1939) AbwehrAteilung I and Ausland IV tporate d in the same territory the
Intelligence activities of the Btappen- q-Lente being restricted to the
-collection of information directly affecting their supply vnrk.
The captured documents disclose certain exceptions to the general
policy that an agent should not operate against his."Gastland". For instance
in January 1936 ReferatV(b) asked the Narineleitung for a questionnaire to be
given to an agent who was to be in Southampton for. some time and in a position.
to Obtain information about the prOduotiOn of a British firm there. Although
V(b) noted against the reply that some of the questions could not be answered by
an Etappen agent, the intention was to oollect Intelligence in England about
British naval matters, And, on broader lines, the kind of Intelligence to be
collected (and which was to supplement that obtained by the "geheimer Nelde,
dienst") ) such as information about preparations for mobilisation, would in
. countries like the U.S.A. presumably chiefly concern the American, including
. the United States, and therefore involve the agent in activities directed
.against his "Gastland", Notes for a lecture drafted in October 1936 explain,
that a BE was not to vexk against the country in which he was resident, but
that he was to. keep the Reichskriegaministerium informed of all. important
events in that'oeuntry without ongagingin espionage,
VI. Eta
_tmendienst_operations before l9,.
Although the Etappendienst wanonly to become fully operative when
Germany entered a state of war, the documents show evidence of the Etappendienst having boon in action
(a) during the Spanish Civil War, when Nah-Etappe and Etappenstation
Istanbul were instructed to report ships sailing from Russia, Baltic:, and North
Sea ports to "Red Spain" or France. In his lecture to the Marineakademie in
February 1938 Leiter IV stated that the BE-Dienst had functioned excellently;
in many cases ships whose. movements had thus been plotted were, two or.three.
Aa3rt later, captured or sunk by.the "':!hite
Spanish' Forces,
(b) n February 1938 the Etappenstation Port Said was operating and
reporting to Germany all transports destined for the Sine-Japanese theate
war.
(c) during the 'Munich Crisis' in September 1938. The "Spannungsbefohl" was
• despatched on 28,9.38 to all but a few places ) and the "Entspannungsbefehl" on
30.9.38, but certain stations began reporting as early as the 17th September,
in all eighteen reports mere received by courier, airmail, telegraph, wireless,
etc., the majority informing Berlin of the whereabouts of British warships and
merchants ships, The reports from L(B2) Athens on the political situation in
Jugoslavia, Bulgaria and Greece were especially commended. A full report was
made of this "dress rehearsal" and suggestions for improvements followed
naturally from the experiences of the "Spannungszeit"
VII. Commercial Cover.
. Perhaps the most interesting point disclosed by the captured files of
the Etappendienst is the evidence of very close co-operation between the naval
section of the Abvehr and German business houses, including of course the big
shipping lines. Contact with tho , firms in Hamburg and Bremen was first

-9entrusted to the Reichsmarinedienststellen there. By September 1931 RID
Bremen had suSceeded in convincing the General Director of Norddoutscher Lloyd
of the importance of the Etappendionst and in enlisting his co-operation. RIM
Hasliourg oonsiderell at this time that he had loss prospoot of success in his
area. But the Abvmhr pursued the matter and by 1934 the Referenten of Abv4V(b)
in Berlin and the Abwehrstellen in the ports wore making an increasing number of
personal contacts in business houses; so that finally Referat V(b) had contacts
in such firms as the Deutsches Kohlen Depot GMbH (Dekade) of Hamburg and others
with branches or representatives abroad, who
1) reoommended suitable Germans and other German firms in and outside
Germany for the Etappendienst:
2) assisted the Etappendienst in finding suitable commercial employment
for its agents abroad; or transferred to the company's branches outside
Germany employees who were considered by the Abmehr to be especially
suitable for the Etappendienst;
3) put their business addresses - postal and telegraphic - at the Abwehr's
disposal as cover addresses for the Etappendienst;
. 4) tA2;oc4-2the use of their business notepaper and envelopes by the Abwohr
for correspondence sent to agents abroad;
5)

allowed the use of their teleprinter cOMmunications with branches in
countries, such as Holland, on Germany's frontiers;

6)

provided cover for the journeys of Abmehr officers of Referat V(b) -

later Gruppe IV - abroad;

7) allowed the use of their banking accounts to cover the transfer of funds
to 'the Etappendienst agents abroadj br allowed the use of the oompany's
money abrOad for Etappendienst purposes, (in August 1936 Referent V(B)
came to an agreement with Herr Viumann, representing the director of the
Finandial Department of Hapag, that the L(BE) in Batavia should nim
SpannungSfelle° not transmit freight money paid to him for Hapag
Germany, but should clellect it aha use from it in case of need for the
Etappendienst supply work. And this method of maintaining the
organisation's funds abroad was extended during the war).
8) covered the Navy in commercial transactions leading to the control of
oil supplies and tankers.
The contacts in the shipping lines also advised the Abmehr of sailings and
recommended reliable ships' captains for liaison with agents and courier work,
eto.
It should, however, be pointed Ott that the conteot was generally an
official or director of the company concerned, in a sufficiently high position
to be able to give the cig -operation described above, but that the collaboration
• with the Abwehr was kept very secret inside the firm. For instance the

agreement concerning the use of a:company's address by the Etappendienst was to
be known to, at the mOst, two.nembers of the firm. The wording of the address
to be used ensured the direction of the mail - or telegram - to the contact and
he was personally responsible for its- transmission to thsAhwehr. (During the
war the German censorship offices.intercepted correspondence to the cover
addresses and forwarded it direct to Abt.Ausland.)

VIII. Security and Communications.

The cover provided by these business contacts and the safe-keeping of the
highly compromising secret material in the Gorman Embassies and Consulates
together went a long may towards ensuring the security of the organisation in the
years before the war - but Leiter IV's lecture in February 1938 indicates that
the Abwebr was fully aware of the possibility of foreign knowledge of its
existenoe as a result of the references to the Etappenorganisation in books
published after the 1914-18 var.

- 10 APoiaents whiAh-oaourred before the war show
TheyeAw0, 4040
importance attached to the maintenan p e;ef. the Etappendk4nst as a socret
‘erganisatton, the anxiety caused when part of it WAS endangered or exposed and
the almoOt ruthless measures taken to excise and replace that part:
(i) .JEarly. in 1937 the steamer "Goslar" was broken into in Philadelphia (it was
thought by aman from the shore out for money and valuables) and papers from the
Captain's cabin were stolen. These included a letter in transit to the
Auswartiges Amt which must have mentioned the L(BE) New Orleans, DARZOG I for
HARZOG was removed from this position in the Etappendienst on Chef-Abwehr's
(2) The "Sondervereinbarung" of L(BE) San Francisco, Robert BLATT,
orders.
entrusted to Captain Vast of the NDL steamer "Elbe" was lost in July 1937. This.
was serious because the °Sondervereinbarungen" (special agreement signed by
agents) showed the full lay-out of the organisation in an agent's Etapp=s. There-.
fore it was decided that Grossetappe North America must be reconstructed, and
BLATT himself was of course removed. In neither of these cases did the
investigations prove the loss of the paper to anyone who might have exploited
them.
(3) In the autumn 1938 Horst von PFLUGK-HARTTUNG, the"viil.Ltr. and
L(BE) Denmark was arrested with other agents. Cover addresses were compromised
(Etappe Denmark was never in fact
and the whole organisation there capsized.
rebuilt owing to the dissolution of Nah-Etappe in July 1939).
the

The successful functioning of the service in war time depended on the
security of its communications. This was planned, and practised before the war.
Etappen headed by a Mil.Ltr, in the person of the German Naval Attaché
cOmmunicated through Auswartiges Amt channels. Etappen under L(BE) corresponded
by post or telegraph and this method was made secure by the development of cover.
names for the agents and for the Abvehr; by the use of the business cover
addresses (chosen because thoAbwehr, in about 1935, found by examining the post
in a mail train that only 15,` ;) was private correspondence and the remainder'
almost entirely business communications; so that the latter was much more secure
from surveillance), and agents were instructed in open letters to their cover
addresses to word the texts in a language suitable to correspondence directed to
that kind of business; and by the use of secret variations on the trade codes
and of agents' codes (during tho early years f the war - the documents captured
contain papers dated up
to the end df 1941 - the codes were subjected to
periodic examination by experts to test their Continued effectiveness and such
alterations as necessary were ordered). The difficulties encountered in
setting up a widespread wireless communication network seem to have prevented
the completion of the original plans in this respect and to have forced the
Abwehr to concentrate on those places where postal and telegraphic communication
was likely to be interrupted by the outbreak of a war, and it was stressed early
in the war that, as long as other means of CommUnication were still available,
W/T transmitters shbald be used as little as possible in order to avoid
detection. By the end of 1938 the Organisation had 7 wireless stations of its
own in he following places
Panama, Herta, Sta Cruz de Tenerife Las Palmas; Lisbon, Copenhagen,

Istanbul

•

and was planning to set up others in:
Mexico, Cristobal, Valparaise, New York, Buenos Aires, Rio, London,
Madrid, Rotterclam, Antwerp, Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki, Rome, Port Said
Walvis Bay, Monrovia, Burban, Mombasa, Batavia, Shanghai, Tokyo.
But in March 1939 it was decided to abandon the plan to instal transmitters in
the Nah-Etappe, During the early years of the war additional sets were serrt
out, for instance to Japan, to Spain and to the merchant ships sailing as
"Versorgunsschiffe". The two receiving stations in Germany with which the
Etappen wireless service communicated were: M.N.O.NITTE and M.N.O.NEUMUNSTER.
The transmission station was Ktstenfunkstelle NORDDEICH. Some of the agents'
transmitters which were installed abroad before the war, such as that at Horta,
were specially built ;_.,y Siemens into radiograms, model "Telefunkensupersohrank
654 USK 'Bayreuth"; ot11.:.:_ ,e .„-se or small enough design to be concealed in a.
room.

a

EtalVendienst as a Naval supply service

•

•

The Naval supply work of tho- Sto.p.ponslionst (or the liarine-Sondordienst
as it-was also called from June 1939) is only _doscribod-hrion,y in this note,
but it was in fact a very important function of the organisation, requiring
....oare3212.1„preparation before and during the war, and tho available doetraants show
:that it was fulfilled With sone considerable success up to the end of 19)+1.

•

The prepare.tionb made before the war, which are not however shown in
detail in the files Captured, seem to have hinged., in so far as they were made
by the Abwehr and later Abt.Ausland (in this work the German Naval High Command
nust essentially have been concerned in directing what supplies wore to be made
available and ,where p.nd when they would be required), on the recruitment of
Via(BE), their provision with funds for purchasing supplies - the "Versorgungsgelder" - and a consideration of possible means of purchasing the supplies and
obtaining shipping for their delivery which, in view of the change from coal
to oil for warships' fuel was clearly to bo very much more difficult than the
same work had been during the . yeare 19114. - 1918 / particularly when it was
reoognised from political developments that oil in the Westenl Hemisphere would
be in the control of companies, such as Standard Oil and Shell, unlikely to
sell to Germany.

•

The money for. the Naval supply work/ the "Versorgungsgolder" or as the

tubas were later knovitn, the tcriegartaterialfonds o , v./n.8 not to be vont out lb

the Etappen before a tine:when war was clearly imminent, In May 1935 the
Reichsbank promised to supply Paq 10,000,000Si- in 'Devisen t when the money should
be required and the original intention was that the proposed stus should be
secretly -bran sferred through the 'Bank far Internationale . Zahlungen l and
accounts - very often virith British banks - of intermediaries abroad (these
aocounts had to show a norb4 business large enough o render this transaction
conspicuous) to the Etappena-V-14eutens But when wait vvith England had to be
garded as "within the bOUnds ot possibility" which ,. it was believed, would
'tivake such transfers impossible, new arrangements wore bade, And in September
1938 the funds were despatched in the form of gold, notes (chiefly dollar notes)
and credits direct thräu.gh the Deutsche Ueberseebank, the Deutsche SlidAmerikanisohe Bank and. Hapag. to Central and South America; through the Japanese
Military Attache to TokYo; through NsITICultur Hand.els My, Lemangke (the agent
REMPPIS in Holland) to Batavia; by steamer o Santa Cruz de Tenerife and
Lou.renco Marques; and by air to Lisbon, .knd when Etappe Spanien had been built
up in-the sumMer 1939 the mioneY for Madrid was taken by cOuriers
The documents contain sorae notes on various schemes suggested for
concaq-li ng Germany as the buyer of fuel oil and for obtaining the use of tank
Installations by indirect pvi,rthase of a, partnership or interest in foreign oil
companies, such as Cepsa in Spain arid the Coa.l. Trading Co. in Malmei,
independent of the big oil concer1's1 It Was apparently , decided to rely
primarily on German merdhont shipping ter transport e)f the oil in vieW Of the
difficulties expected, in chartering k 'Oil 'tankers, AlthOUgh in September 1938, by
means of a very complicated use eV intormedia4es, the qorman Nay had at its
asposal oil carried by Norwegian -tankers chartered by a Swedish rims And in
September 1938 too the Gorraan oaptainb of the
bi the Warned EvrIker
shipping company (a company working under Gorman managanent but with American
capital, whose ships were run by the company but received cargoes and sailing
orders from Standard Oil), sailing under the Panama nag, wore enlistod and
provided with a special code so, that they might be given sailing orders from
Germany to bring in their cargoes or make them available for supplies to
German cruisers,
The secrecy of the supply work from neutral countries had not only to
be very strictly maintained for military reasond but it was, of course,
necessitated by legal considerations connected with, for instance, the
Ilmorican neutrality law of 1935 and the Hague Convention in regard to the sale
of supplies to belligerent powers and the use by belligerents of neutral bases.
The Etappen eventual.ly concerned in the supply work were Japan and
China; Central and South Americas; Spain, Portugal and the Canary Islands;
Bordee.ux, from May 194.1 after0C4/Si G had ordorod that Bordeaux should be the

•

k

- 12 .74amerporti,r-or-tho-A)auLxce-rt of the supplyt ahips; Dutch East Indio, at the
beginning of the war only; .31Coak„ which was built up from October 1939 and
operated with Russian consent until September 1940 when it was dissolved owing
to the Gernan aequisition'of bases in the North of Norway; Italy. The files'
contain • some evidence of assistance received froM the governaents of Japan,
Spain, Russia and Italy ° The political Situation was kept constantly
under review to watch for the
possibility of sailing permits being refused by neutral countries,,
a danger which became acute in Peru and Brazil in January. 1941 when
the neutrality conference was held,
possibility of German money being frozen. Money. was transferred

fruu gold into currency, and-from one Etappo to another, etc. as
appeared advisable,

for periods when protection of a friendly neutral from British
representations made suspension of tho supply work desirable, as
in Japan in 1941,
for British action endangering the operations of the Etappendianst
(such as the institution of the air line to Bathurct via the Canary.
Islands in DecoMber 1940) which Called for Gorman representations to
a neutral country.
On the outbreak of war the German merchant ships lying in foreigri
ports wore requisitioned and subordinated to Abt.Autland IV as Wersorgungsschiffe". They were equipped for their new work. by the Etappen-V-Louten as
well as local resources and secrecy permitted and - although they naturally
did not, in equipment and craw, attain the standard of the Naval Supply Ships,
the "Trossschiffe der Marine,. based on Germany - Sufficiently to enable
them to fulfil their tasks in sailing from the neutral ports to the
rendezvous on the high seas where the operation of transferring supplies
.(fuel oil and provisions) to the .German warships arid, later, of taking from
the 'warships prisoners of war, survivors etc., was carried out; or, as •
particularly in the case of Spain, in fuering Gorman submarines WhiCh secretly
visited the ports by night for this purpose. The V-Schiffe$6although
.
.
sUbordinated to Abt..Ausland IV and sailing in the service of the Gorman Navy,
retained the outward appearance of Merchant ships and sailed under whatever flag
. gave then best cover in the vatern in question. Captains had orders at all
costs to avoid seizure by the enemy and had often to scuttle ship. As an
•
additional safeguard, two logbooks were kept, one false and one showing the true
record of a journey.
OKH informed Abt. Ausl. IV of requiraaents and apparently Ausl. IV
communicated with the Etappen (through the Channels organised, via the
AusvArtiges, by cable or by wireless) and the'Etappen then proceeded to
make the necessary local arrangements to equip the ships for the operations.
So successful was the organisation in arranging the sailing of the
V-Schiffe from neutral and friendly ports that in September 1940 the Etappcnorganisation was entrusted with the arrangements for the sailing of the blocknar-ruaners, under the RrVIE (the Reichsverkehraministerium), the movement orders
issuing - as for the V-Schiffe - from the OWSKL.
I.

IkuftrEtanpendienst

In October 1936 a suggestion was put forward by the Loiter Gruppe VI
• (air section) in thetawehrbteilung that a /tuftEtappandiensti should
cOnstructed to supply the needs of the, Air Force in a war, in the Countries
expected to be neutral, (VaDlenst, Luft); and establish a e Luftbefragmagsdienst i ( this was in fact almady covered in 1935 by the Marine-Etappendienst)
to dollectantelligenee for the Luftwaffe (BE-Dienst„ Luft) - the-diVision of
work : between Gruppe .VI / sNaChrichtendienst and the LuftEtappendienst to be
the same as the division between Gruppe V and Gru PPP IV, in that the latter
employed only n Reidhsdoutsche and was excluded from the "Fei1d1,4.nder" (at

this tino Pranee and Russia). Ho Suggostod that Lufthansa eraployees should
primarily be engaged as V-Leuto. Various meetings wore held to discuss this
matter and general agreement was given by UNARM. Bub frora a minute of
240 2.38 to Gruppe VI, in which Gruppo IV asked how the oatter stood, it would
appear that the plan was not put into effect.
/ViCIO
XI. Eppondionst as art.....ITIL92:LiES11.2129.___...
•
It is not absolutely clear from the captured documents to what extant
the Etappendienst was in fact used during the war for the collection of
Intelligence. It seems that the original intention that it should be a world
wide Intelligence organisation was modified by the extension of Abwahrabteilung I t s activities - especially in the territory of the Nah-Etappo and
in Spain and Portugal immediately before the war - and by the necessity to close
down all Etappen stations in British and French possessions when war broke out.
The Intelligence work, for instance, of agents in the Nah-Etappe was to have
included the running of s. "Schiffs- Una Luftbefragungsdienst" and the ciaploynerrt
of subsidiary agents, "Bafrager", for this purpose. The Berichterstattor were
to consider suitable employees of companies connected with shipping and air
lines and sea and air parts fer this work and to maintain ineonspiouous and
casual contact with them before the war. The "Boi l /lager" Were to be instructed it was left to the discretion of the BE to what extent this should be done
before the outbreak of a war in their work but were not to be given insight
into the organisation, its purpose, or its contacts. The reports received from
these subsidiary agents were to be sent in to the L(BE) of the Etappe and
forwarded to Germany with an assessment of their accuracy, reliability etc..
But on the dissolution of Etappe England and Ne.h-Etappe in the spring and smner
of -1939 the agents of the Nah-Etappo wore taken over by Abw.Lbt.I for use in the
"Sehiffsbefragungsdionst Ausland" cif. Abt. I M (and it is thought that the list
of these agents, which is contained in the docunents, must include nanes of the
proposed "Befrager" since the paper conaludes with the note that where there had
as yet been no connectiOn between Aual ix and the V-Mann, the Abwehrstellan
night approach the V-Louto without ftirther do i ,The lint also inclu.des, in
regard to Belgium, nanos of setae ird.vdt1a1 ea.rlior regarded as unsuitable as
Etappcn .V-Leute.). There is to direct in dication that the VM(HE), primarily
concerned in the Naval supply work, Were also te have established a "Bofragungsdienst" in their, areas; but the papers covering the years from the outbreak of
war to the end of 1941 do show that a constant flew tri" Intelligence reports was
received _hula the BE-Dienst of the Etappon still in existence. Where the
content of the reports is mentioned it can be soon that they generally gave
information about
shipping movements, information which nay well have
been derived from a "Schiffsbefragungsdienst". Special mention is, believer
made of a report dated 6.7.40 from L(BE) Shanghai describing Japan's growing
interest in the Dutch and French colonies in S.E. Asia, but it aeons probable
that the Intelligence aotivities of the Vra(BE) wore chiefly concerned with tho
collection of information about shipping and such other information as night
affect the operations of the VSehiffe, as was laid. down for the agents of
Etappe Spain to prevent duplication of the work of Abwehr-Abteilung I.
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AUERBACH,

Erich

-s•-■+•-•■•

■•-•

vtft(m), Istanbul and Murmansk, 1939.
Was paid RM 300 monthly salary as L(BE)II Istanbul,
1939.

•
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BARONSKY,

VM(BE) Rotterdam, 1936.
NDL shipping inspector..
Address: C/o Muller & CO4 0 Rotterdam.
Known as "German Intelligence agent".

HARTMANN,

Tia(BE), Rotterdam, 1936.
Address: Rotterdam, OostCeedyk 104b.
Hapag Inspector..

BAUCK, Prl.Gertrud.

1938, forwarded Etappen Dienst correspondence, but
not sworn in.

Kpt.Lt.

Employed by Edouard Westerick's, Hamburg.

BAYER, Richard .
(cover name
Stephan LORENZ)

Deputy VM(BE), Montevideo, 1939.
Address: Piedras, 437, Montevideo.

BE6KER,
Rapt IA.

Asst.Referent Aus.IV 1941, and possibly before.
Made trip to Tokyo March 1941.

•

HECKER, -Paul

(cower name s;

Mr-Po

fq)pointed assistant to Pohlmann at Etappe Bordeaux,
601ot 1941.

L(BE)II I ilexico 1935.
_Address: Comipania_jaemanaTrannatlantica,
APartado 1879,
ligftt -be74.dtklAiehl with

Merino, D.P.
Pablo W A grfe,--Epayigas Nazi-who
into
arrived in Chile,Jan_1941,,expeoting to go
•

business.
+

BECKURTS, Hants
Kapt.Et.A-D

EAS, Windhuk, S.W. Africa 1939 and 1941.
Received salary of. RM 500 monthly as OE I Windhuk,

in 1939.

Director of Tauber and Corssen.

BEEMMANN
BELLSTEDT, Herbert
(cover name
Willy SEYEEL)

gBE)II, antan, 1939.

Was paid salary of RM 300 monthly in 1939.

BE, Osaka, 1935 and 1939.
Address: Central:P.O. Bbx 125, Osaka. .
Was paid monthly salary of RM 300 in 1939.
Maybe identical with RPILLSTEDT, Assistant Naval

Attache, TOkro.

Waldemar
(cover name Wallis)

+ BEIM •

BENDIE,

•

Johann Karl

VM(BE) Alexandria, 1936-37. Later in Agram.
Head of firnWaldaelaw. Address: Alexandria, P.O. Box
445, (Ships' Chandlers . Alexandria.)
President Deutsche SchAleverein. Reserve officer.
Left Egypt 20.8.39.
Oct 44, included in a list of Germans previously
resident in Egypt whose return was considered
undesirable by the British military authorities (2.10.44,
B.E.„ Cairo).
BE, Moscow and Riga.
Representative of Hamburg America Linel'Higa.
Previously worked also for S.D. in Moscow.

-

3-

EBRNITT, Rudolf.
(cover name
Stephan LORENZ)

W(TiE) Montevideo 1939.'
Address: Calle Misiones 1472, or
.Casilla NO.71, Montevideo
Identical with Rudolf BERNITT, leading Nazi in
Montevideo and German agent.
Chairman of German Chamber of Commerce reported
living quietly in Uruguay and being film in the •
belief that Germany can only return to power through
ComMunism.

BEROLDINGEN, Count.

'MBE) and Deputy L/BE, Lisbon, 1939.

=RINGER, Pranz,
(over name

Va(BE), Para, Brazil, 1936-39.
Representative of Porddeutscher Lloyd, 1936.
Address: Franz Barringer, i.Fa.Berringer & Co.,
Caixa 27, Para, Brazil.
Caught in Germa*- at beginning of the war and had not
returned to Brazil. Barring= and Cia thought to be
centre of Nazi activity in Para.

BERTRAX, Otto

VM(BE), Las Palmas

HEYS, *Dr. Ludwig.

Etappen at.mmti Johannesburg, 1937.

BIEHL, Carl
(*over name L.Ward)

Etappen aent i dalvestOn, USA, 1936.
Address: 1416, Broadway, Ga1ves4ion, Tetas.

BIM, Ernst
(cover name
Charley RIAN)

OE II, Bata'Via, it i935.
Address: 1■11C.0
& 00. N.V., Kali_ Baser West
4.4.
.4, Batavia4
Might be identical with Walter Ernst BLOHR German
agent in Athens 1941.

BOUENSTEDT, Karl

L(BE) Batavia 1935,40.
Received salary of RR 500 monthly as 10E% Batavia,
1939.
Address: 1939 - 0/ 0
& Co., N.V., Kali Besar
West Nr.4, Batavia.
General Manager of W.H.Ruller & Co. Dismissed with
the rest of the German staff when the Dutdh took over
this company. Released from the Etappenorganization
when Holland was invaded by the Germans.

Basso Abell)

(calm. name:

Charley MDRIAN)

BOEHME, E. •
(cover name

Rudolf DRAEGERT)

BORONERT,

Heinz

In 1939 was paid salary of RR 300 monthly.
Chief Lufthansa representative in Portugal, Reserve
Officer in Vehrmacht with rank of Major.
In 1943 worked for I:M. of 1C.0. 1 Portugal, and was
also in touch with leading S.D. officers.
Hopes to remain in Portugal.

1

BE Ttingten, 1935. Las 1936.
Address: C/0 i.Fa.Carlowitz & Co., P.O.Box 86, Tsingtau.
Vh(EE)Acora Gold Coast,. 1939.
Received salary of RR 300 monthly as Vta(BE).Aecra,

1939. •

.

Agent Of Wiermann. Line of Accra. Acting German Consul.
• Repatriated 18th. September, 1939.

4BOHM, rman,
Korv.Kpt‘

Rio de Janeiro 1941. Assistant to the Naval Attache
for Brazil and Argentina. Promoted Koiv.Kapt in =no
1941.
Head of German Intelligence Service in Brazil. Was
convidted by Brazilian Court on espionage charge. on
27.6.43, but sentence was waived on account of
diplomatic immunity.
Posted as assistant Naval Attache ) Madrid, in Nov
1944., Returned to. Germany early 1945.

EMANDESsidalter
(cover name
Ootavia Gomez)

Va(BE), Santonio, Chile, 1939.
Reeeived salary of RR 300 monthly as VO(E) San
Antoni6 1939.
Address: C/o Cia Transportes Maritimos, Casilla 165 a,
San Antonio.
Manager of the pan Antonio office of .Campania
Transported Maritimos, affiliated with North German
Lloyd. Born 1886 at Eldingem. Suspeeted of
clandestine radio activities and connected with
various suspect Germans in Chile.

INECTUN,
Kapt.z.See

Naval Attache, Helsinki, 1939., Ell.Ltr. of Etappe
Finland. Served as Abwehr offioer in Kondor Leon in
Spanish Civil War. Appointed Leiter IM,Ast Parial
June 1940, but transferred to :Gat Angers early 1942.
Succeeded NUWAX as Leiter Oslo, Nov 1943.
.

mow

BE, Livorno Italy, 1939.
Received salar
y
of PM 300 monthly as BE, Livorno, 1939.

mean, F4

Address: Blaisdell Hotel, Honululu 1935,
Pbssibly'identical with Emil Brecht who worked for
both the German and Soviet intelligence Services in
Constantinople it 1933,
.
and was arrested in Varna on
charge of doing espionage work for the Yugoslavs.

SMSCKNOLDT, Karl
• ()Anther.

W(iE) Cristobal, Panama 19404
In 1940 left with one GAS (both gunners employed. by
Haag) for Chile; GROOS had previously been arrested .
for espionage and released on a technicality,
.BRECKWOLDT was repatriated to Germany in 1941 and
released from service with the Etappenorganization.

BldiNCIEL, A.lexander

BRZIOGIAN

P

Vu ItRUali, Martin

ma(Bp) PerroI4,
Recruited:by the Etappenorganization in December 1940.
Norwegian Vice-Consul in Hamburg, 1938
Born 1893.
Possibly identical with Kapt.Lt.Brinclanann.who in Jan
1941 was reported to be engaged in. intelligence work
at Stavanger, and visited Norway shortly before the
in:vasion,for . the Purpose of selling coal. Travelled
around Norway for this purpose and was denied access
to several shipyards.
BE, Nessinas 1937.
Address:: i Pa.Carb000ke SAT
Imports. Zioni GoMbustibill, Messina...

BUCH, Maximo jr.

VO/BE, Valencia, 1936. .

BUCHRISNACKER, M.ExX

BE, Valencia. 1935.
Address,: Apartado 101, Valencia, Spain.

BUBMANN,

Vh(BE), Moscow, 1939.

BUSSE, II.

WOE) Chef oo, China.
In Chew from March 1940 till April 1941, when the
post at Chefoo was considered no longer necessary.

CARIZFF, Hans

BE Port Bouet, W. Africa, 1935.
Address: Compagnie Francaise de L'Afrique Occidentals,
Abidjan, Port Bouet, Ivory Coast, W. Africa.

CHRISTIANSEN,.Walter
(cover name

Vi(BE) San Sebastian.
Received monthly salary of RM 300 as! Vt(BE) San
Sebastian 1939.
Address: Alameda 14 lisoda, San Sebastian, Spain.
Born about 1910.
Used as a post-box in 1943 for letters from "Alfredo"
to "Bendaye".
Active in smuggling of wolfram and war material
between Spain and France for the Germans. Paid
abhndantly the staff of docks and everyone in the
ports who :carried out his orders. Trusted by Nazi
Party and closely associated with Willy Beissel, Nazi
Party Chief at San Sebastian. Administrating director
of "Sociedad de Carbones Tenerife de Pasajes%

OLASING, • Luis,

L(BE)I, Vest Indies, 1935.
Agen t for Hamburg America SS Co.
Harboured German agent Theodor Schutz in Havana.
His name was on W.T.L. 15, Statutory List, 1944.

OLASSEN, Richard.

*BE), Cadiz, 1935, 1937.
Address: (1935) C/o Baquera, Eusche and Martin, S.A.,
Plaza de las Cortes 15, Cadiz.
German Consul, CAA4v,. Address, Plaza de Arguelles 3.
Address. in 194: Av.Genera1 L.Pinto, Gadis.

CLAUSSEN, Gerhard.-

BE Capetown, 1937.

CLEVE, Kurt Yen.-

L(BE), Greece, 1936,
Enployed in Reemstma Tobacco Co., Athens, prior to 1939and became head of Vblo branch in 1939.
Er-captain German Navy. Believed to be employed by
G.I.S.
Reemstma Tobacco Co. were suspected of being a cover
organisation for agents of the Abwehr.

Seyerino Itaguirre)

(cover name
Arnold HUSCBKE)

Address. : Calle Cuarte 140 (BatueraiKusche and Martin),
Valencia.
Age nt for Gustav Bey (ffaMburg fruit brokers). Reported
to recruit agents for Germalii_I.S.
Was appointed Consul to suedeed his father - also
Maximo Buch.
In charge of direction of German propaganda services
in Valencia.
In AUguat 1945 withdrew large sums from his bank
account, which were thought not to have been used for
business purposes.

Partner in Franz- Cohnits and ab.,coal importer's, Rio.
Decorated by the Etappenorganization for special
services, Sept 1942; In Jan 1941, in a. letter to
Germany, proposed 7-Boat be sent -be Brazilian coast
to meet escaping Gaman ship with fuel.
Franz Cohnitz and Co. used as headquarters for courier
"To:uric:do" who carried nail between Brazil and
Portugal on the ship "Sequira Campos".
Confessed to the Brazilian police to having acted as
intermediary for considerable German correspondence,
which was transmitted by courier to avoid censordhip
and for which MOUTBB (q.v.) acted as intermediary in
Lisbon.

C0H1I= 1 Franz

CORSEPIUS I "Max"
Gustav Adolph Sylvester. Deputy BE, Horta Lzores, 1937.
Born Dresden, 31.12.1894 .
Electrical engineer employed by the German Telegraph

Co., distributing Nazi propaganda.

Expert on amateur wireless before the war. It was
suspected that ho had a secret set in Otto Schrooder's
house (q.v.).
=FP, Haws Joachim. Vi(BE) Constanzai 1943.
•
Representative of Deutsche Levant-Linie. Clerk at the
German Consulate in Constanza. In 1943 was,in the
•
•
Viehrmachti working with a Captain Witeleren.
IMIDMISEIF„ FiviedriCh

(cover tame

•Ws GONZALES)
•

DM. 413=
•
•
•
•
•

=on,

Karl.
(cover name,
Jose =AL)

BERPJ, EhrsId.

Vm(BE) Manila, 1939.
In 1939 received monthly salary of RM 300 as Vm(BE)

Manila.

Address: C/o Bohn, Meyer &Co.; Eandels My., Manila.
Returned to Germany in 1941 on leave.
BE, Palma de Mallorca, 1935-39.
Aaaress: Son Armadnms Chalet, Apartado 24,
Palma de Mallorca.
Received monthly salary of RM 300 as Vt(BE), 1939.
Identical with Hans BEBE, German Consul at Palma de
Majorca whose name appeared in messages to and from
Sofindu: and Hisrowak.
Visited Barcelona to consult with K.O. Spain I.M. on
Abwehr activities in January 1942.
Notorious jew-baiter. Reported to have applied for
Spanish citizenship. First came to Mallorca as a clerk
with Banquera Kusche Martin, S.A.
L(BE)II, Buenos Aires, 1939.
Address: Avenida Forest 2980, Buenos Aires.
Probably identical with Carlos Deokert, alias Kurt
Deokert, of Obligado 1786, 2nd floor Apt. u .0
Buenos
Aix8a4 who was active in German affairs 1940-43, and in
contact with Heinrich Reinsb erg in Stockholm; born
19.11.1892 in Wuppertal, Germany.
Seville, 1941.
Dismissed for contravention of regulations, July 1941.

Val

Referent IVK in libt.Ausland IV in 1938, responsible
for card indices, finameq,eta.
40ENER,

Prtgapt.

See under MEZER-DOHNER, Frig.Kpt.

-•

DOLLMANN,. Erich.
.
(sayer nave
Pieter SEIBURG)

Vh(BE) Medan, Delawan, NZ.I. 1939.
Received salary as m() of kg 300 monthly, 1939.
Address: Guntzel & Schumacher, Medan.
Died 19140.

DRAEGER, Gustay.

Vm(DE), Seville, 1935.
Address: C/a BanqueraKusche and Martin,
Calle San Fernando 35, Seville, Spain.
Decorated on 5.7.41 for. services to E•appenorgatization.
Hbnorary German Consul, Seville, 1942. Office address:
AVE41148. Queipo de Llano 44 - Bbme address Montevideo 19.
Stillin Spain, September 1945.

L(BE)I, New York ,. 19354
DRECHSEL, William
maress: C/o HapagLloYd, Pier 86 N.R., New York, N.Y.
(cover name
Archib41 GUTENOR) Replaced Heinrich KEMPF (q.v.) who returned to Garthany
in 19404 Was decorated for outstanding services Jan

1941.

•

BRESSLER, Ira=
(cover name
Dagobert Mikk)

DE Tallinn, Estonia, A4935.
Address: (1935) Director H. Dressler, Baltischer Lloyd,
Tallinn, Estonia, Postbox 320.

DREYER, Max.
(cover nNue
Arturo Fierro)

W(BE) Talcahuano, Chile, 1936-39.
Salary as W(BE), 19390 RM 300 monthly.
Address: Max Dreyer, 0/O Campania Maritima Roland,
Talcahuano.,
. Ent-German Consul, Talcahuano: Known as Nazi agent.
Chief partner of the firth Roland y Cia0 agent for Roland
Line and Haverbeck Line.

BYCKERHOPF, Dr. Oscar BE, 1935 i Rotterdam. donnebted with the Etappenorgp_hi(cover name GELDER) paean, but tot under oath and not concerned with secret
. material.
Address: (1935) Somerenweg 52, Rotterdam.
A. Dr. Dyokerhoff is listed as Vice-President of the
Deutsche Handelskammer for Holland, Heerengraoht 5200
Amsterdam.
Member of the NSDAP. Leader of the Nazi Party and German
Colony of B011and.

+ . EBERHIRDT, HaMuth BE, Bbtha Victoria 1935 and 1939. Received salary of
(Cover name ROBERT) . RM 300 monthly. Address: West Africa Planting Co., •

Victoria, DbthaArictoria, Cameroon,

MIMS,

liana

W.

Africa.

BE, Mollendo l_Peru, 1939. Received salary Of MI 300 . •
Monthly.
Address: 0/o Juan Tidow & Co. S.A., Mbllenda.
Manager of Tidow Co. in Areq3Apa. Head of German colony
in Arequipa, and still active there in April 1943.

v. EITZEN, Moira

Vi(BE) Visa 193538. Received monthly salary of RIA.300
as Vh(BE). Vigo, • 1939. ProMotea L(BE) Spain,. N.Coast,
1941.
Address: Joaquin Costa 6, Visa, Spain.
Manager of Deposita Espanol. de Carbones in Vigo since
1929 or 1930. Reported to be one of three German agents
to. be. expelled from Spain at request of SpanishILP.A.
on account of espionage activities.

MEN,

See

WITZEIKFT-

vioct—Aa.miral

under 171115510112T-EICEN.

ERHARDT, Eugenio or EUgen lim(BE) Bilbao, 1935-39. Received salary of RM
(cover name "Arriaga") 300 monthly. Born 18.2.1887. Decorated for
special services to Etappenorganization in 1941.
Partner in Erhardt & Co. ? large black-listed
German shippirg firm in Bilbaoactivey concerned
in German intelaigence work,.
Resident at Gran Via No. 62, Bilbao.

'

EVERSBUSCH, Richard
(cover name
Henry STEWART)

L/BE, Mexico, 1935-39. Received salary of RM 500
monthly 1939„
Decoratod 19)0 for outstanding services to Etappen
Dienst. Aformer German Consul and, in 1942,
Presidont et the German Chamber bf Commerce, which
controlled German trade activity and conducted
commercial intelr.genue work, he was' a close
collaborator with known German espionage agents
such as Pdblo Rubadh, "Verner Barke, Georg Nicolaus
and Baron von Schlebrugge,
He of firm Heynen, Eversbnsch and Co., Mexico,
which Abg.Tly, used as cover for espionage work, and
connectef. with German agent "ALFREDO" in Rio.

v. EWALD

Assistant BE,

EWIG, Carl Friedrich
(cover name Theodor)

Vm(141), Cali, aAombia, 1936.
Address: North German Lloyd Agency, Cali, Colombia,
Apartado) 29,,

PECHTER

Vh0E) Para, Brazil, 1939. Received monthly salary
of RM 3000 Decorated for special services to the
Etappon Dctonst in Sept 1942.

PENGLER, MS It

BE, Haarlem, Ho:i.lard„ 1935. Lufthansa representative in Sh'Lphol, Lived in Haarlem (1936). Loader
of NSDAP, Holland.

Korvetten Egt.A.D. •
(cover name "HEIN")

Natal, Brazil, 1939. Presumably
identical with Hans von Ewald, who left South
America by Luft-Hansa Transatlantic plane for
Europe on 8.10.238.

FEIMER,
Replaced Pehlnam (qp,v,) as Hilfi-31 Referent in
Kept. Lt. Ausand. IV in.Sept 194l. Previously Ica. officer at •
ToUlon'and Abwehr Idaison officer with Italian Naval
Control ObmisSion. Engagel with other officer .s. and
NCO in despatching agents. to U.K. Yeti:per of Ober-

loitatelle Brest.

TINKI "atto",

JuliUs, Karl Ernst

+

or P.V.
FLOM

4/Bt tataribUI and Smyrna, 1939. Redeived . salary
R000 MOntia:r? 1939,, .Bum in Germany it 1902.

of

Addi'eSS 194o; Ej,IaD. Bayer Caddesi No140'Smyrna.
AbldS'German passport No p8/43, issued in Istanbul
6.4.;43. Oammere6slatache„ German Legation, Teheran,
April 1941. In eharge Of Istanbul. office of Deutsche.
Levante Linie, His exemption from military service
requested in March 1943, on grounds, that infOrmation
which ho supplied rendered him indispensible.'
Returned to Germany Aug 19.44.

BE, Duala, Cameroons, 1935..

Address: Woermann Line Agency of Douala, Doualn,
Cemeroons„ '(FrenchlW. Africa), (P.O. Box 101)
Assistant BE„ Jaoa Pessoa, Brnil,

1939.

FRAM; ,..1Curt
(coVe,0 name
Rafael MILAN)

Vm(BE), Rio Grande de Sul, 1939.
Address: C/o Fraeb, Thiessen and Co., Rio Grande do Sul.
Dorn 1897, Rio Grande. 1934, appointed German ViceConsul, In 1938 was in contact with Comtandar'Niebthr
.(q.v.), German Naval Attache for Argentina and Brazil,
Whom he was to supply with information re movements, of
Allied ships. Niebuhr provided bin with a secret code
to communicate with Hans Stoltz . (gv.) in Rio.
Arrested .29.3.42 in Porto Alegre.

FRANZ

Vt, Copenhagen, 1939:

be identical with Kp.bz.S. Eduard Franz, Leiter Idlo
Ast Copenhagen, 1943. Also in Copenhagen as late as •
April 1945 and still at large Sept 1945.

114y

FRICKE; Bbnrique.

WOE), Garthagena, Spain.
Recruited by the Etappenorganization in Feb 1941. .
German Consul at Oarthagena. Engaged on =nil-espionage
prior to Civil War. 1938-41, in Mexico working for
Siemens. Returned to Germany .I943. Was not expected to
return to Carthagena.

PRISMS, P .,

.1929.631 was the Referent in Reichswehr Ministerium
entrusted with the task of. building up the E-dienst,

Korv:Kapt.

Feb 1933, Navigazionsoffizier on cruiser "Leipzig".
instructed to visit V-mon in the Spain. Etappe on a
voyage in that area.

WAS

PRIZE, Mu& JU/ius LAE Ahmns, Persia; 1939.

Salary, 1935, as.L/DE AhwaS, BM 500 monthly.
Returned to Germany 28.8.41 and dismissed from
Etappetorg
May be identical'with Hans Prietze, manager of Nouvelle
Iran Express, a German transport firm reported to be
engaged in espienago activities on a large scale.'

IniamsaR ., rt!. Cemiggy irm(BE); Sant* Brazil, 1936, 1939.
Received monthly salary of RM 300 in 1939.
Address: 0/o Theodor Willa and Co. Ltd., Cadxa. Postal
18, Santos.
Von FRLREICRi Gwither BE; Braila,

Roumaniai tiSeember 1939.

+=VAC, M.L.J.

L(BE) Lagoa, 1935.

+GARTNER, Bbinz

1E1 East London, South Africa. Salary (1939) lin 300.
monthly. Possibly identical with Heinz Gartner who was
sent to Ankara in Oct 1941 by A.bluI.H. under cover of
agent.for-medieinal preparations.

Address: LagpsAgency„ Wbermann Line A.G., ?.0 Box 525,
Lagos
TG. Africa.

GAUZAUGE .
In 1938 wag • employed:by Edouard Wasteriek's, Bhmburg.
GOZ(AU)GE 111helP He forwarded Etappendienst 'correspondence, but was not
sworn into the organisation.
PrObably , identical with Lt. Willy Ganzaugp, VI WI agent
Hamburg 1945, and chairman of Afrikanischen Frueht
Compagnie, A. C, Hamburg.
von GEDHAMDT

Assistant Irm(BE) Santos. Decorated for spacial services
Sept 1942. Formerly omployed at the Santos Consulate;
with AL (Foreign Office) Berlin 1942.

WOES,

1935.

aELDERrus, Fritz

L(BE)n, Oslo,

GIESE, Alfred

DE 1935, Spanish Morocco.
Address: Apartado 26, Ceuta, Spanish Morocco.
Reported. to have moved to Malaga, Jan 1 944, where he
was employed by the firm Bodega.s Scholtz. Was deoora.ted
by Franco for services in Civil...War.

GEMPF,

BE, Nanking, 1935.

DipLIng.

Address: Oslo, Vildarsgate,

Leader of Deutscher Nachrichtenburo Shanghai. Na.Val
officer in 1914.-18 war.
On Par Eastern Black List B14/44.
Address: 75, Canton Road, Sitangba.i.
Engaged'in propaganda o.nd espionage on behalf of
G'ermony.

May 1939: Left Shanghai for Europa.
Jan 1940. Returned to Shandiat via Siberia.

Ear1.7 1940. Reported to be going to Tokyo to rieet Rear
Admiral Paul Wenneker (Naval Attache to Japan) for
whom he collected information.
Sept 1940. Attended corferences at German Embassy,
Peking.

GODIKEIROY

Representative of the Bevante Lie, Hamburg. . Worked.
closely . with the Etapponorgarization in 1936 and
afterwards..

comsat/1,

BE Vigo, Spain, 1938 -39.

GRUBER, Gust=
'0:over naFes GEORG)

DE, tiarrItla, 1935. ,
Addresz: 0A7 Mort Ipsens Musikforin.g, Allingej

GVUEERT

DE, Monrovia, 1935.

Kept.

Dornh6lra , Denmark.
Arrested Nov 1938 ond imprisoned in connedtieti with.
Pflug-Thartung (gsiv.) case, Expelled from Denmark.
Address: Weermana Line Monrovia Agency, MonroVia,
Liberia, W. Alrica.
Received salary of PM 500 monthly. as L(BE) Monrovia
1939.
In 1942 believed. to be in touch with Abw.I..M. agents

in Monrovia.

Dr.

.Alfred

AA:3351=d BE Istanbul, 1937.

Also Ortsgruppenleiter of NSDAP since 1935.

GUELER, Ulm or 'Ulrich, Vra(BE) Pakram Bangkok, 1935-39.
(cover none "LUTZ"
or "ULRICH")

=Trim, Pala

Received. sololy of fl 00 monthl,y 1939.
Group leader of the Nazi parr at Bangkok. One of the
managers of the German firm D.Grimia and Co. In command
of a U-Boat 1914,18 war. In. 1940 edited propaganda
paraptilets which were distributed by the German Legation.
In August 1941 was considered by. the Nazi...Part/ to be
unsuitable and handed. over all material to PaschkewAtz
(q.v.). On Par Eastern Black List - No.DL/12).
1E, Rotbardam, 1935.
Address: 0/cy Messrs.Gernaxr1 Kiel p.a. Iltger 8e Sohrold.t,
Daisburg-Ruhrort, Sehifferheinstr.4-, Rotterdam.
1936 in Rotterdam - C/o Miller and. Co.
1937 in Bbiaburg.

GUNDLACH
HACH, Otto)
(coVer name
.Alberto RUIZ)
HAMMERSChMIDT, Kurt
(cover names
Norbert Elanzwaldt)

Vh(DE). Brussels, 1938.
A.E.G, representative, Brussels.
In(BE) San . JUan, Puerto Rico.
Address: 201 Ochoa Building, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Vm(DE) Puerto Cabello, Venezuela, 1936,-37.
Representative of Hag. in Caracas, and Ilion German
Consul.
In 1535 was in La Guaira, and in 1939 was WOE) Caracas.
Listed. among German Nazis in Caracas Dec. 1941.
Possibly identical with Knrt HAMMERS6dMlDT, .1.
believed working for Abwehr III; stationed in military
unit at Leegnitp, Nachoderstr, 28 (Silesia) in April.
been in Spain before April 1943.
1943.. May

=MULLER, inspector W(DE) Shanghai and Tokyo, 1939.
(cover name
Ernst Heuer)

RaPE, •truotaii

inspector of Norddeutsche Lloyd who in October 1939
visited VIENNEKER, who recommended his employment as a
ccinfidential agent of Navy, suitable to assist the
Etappen in Sharnghta. Payment to him to be made through
a/c of Mblohers and Go.a Shanghai, by Netherlards
Trading CO. or Netherlands Indies Commercial.Bank.
Etappenagent Antwerp 1938.

Dorn 12.12:93. Konigsberg.
• Director of Siemens, 116 Chatssee de Charleroi:Antwerp.

HAMM, E. (Kpet.a.D.) L(BE)II, Stockholm, 19354
Address: Director Hapkma
(cover name: •
GUNIZAR)
Skandia Tranivort
Vhsagatanc 14/16,
Stockholm.
Identical with Ebt#,Gottfried Gustav Oh
born 1045.864
•Reported' in May 1931 . to be a member of the Cr.I.S. in

Sweden.

ECARTIIC

BE,Lisbon, 1935. Received salary of RM•300 monthly as
DE Lisbon.in 1939.
Address: oft, Marcus et Harting Ltd...,
Peps. of Hamburg S. America Line,
Rossio 50, -

Lisbon.
In June. 194 the firm*rascals and Harting was reported to
be working for the commercial side of the Gestapo.

HASSELDIECKa Georg

(cover name:
Ramon IBANEZ)

L/DE Valparaiso, 1939. Received salary of lakt.300A41tess: c/o Agencia delrorldoutscller Lloyd,

Casale 136-4,
ValparaisO.

Assistant manager of Compania TransPortestur
detained., by Chilean . authorities in Nevember,Z24244
connection with the discovery of
iUe1 17/T station
located in the warehouse of his
but
EARDECK, Otto

DE Milan 1937..39..
Received , salary . of ngzoo monthly as DE
from service with the Etappen

ELARLE.R

ziogroavtil.,,1937.
wruloyee of -1410..,Artho-,1,rontr*JA
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HARDT, Herbert
Etgelbert

HYMEN, Walter
(cover name:
Ferdinand MODELER)

Etappen agent, liblland 1939.
Was in Germagy at the outbreak of unx.
Identical with Direktor Herbert Engelbert HARDT, agent
AST Netherlands who visited Spain in February
of
1943.
Madms, 193,% 1937. Vb(E0) Agents-number: 1303,
Address: . 0/0 Massey,
GtmzrHtlnkethal Ltd.,
•
P.O. Box 60,
nulras.
Born 1892 in Hamburg. After world war I becaMe 'adviser
to KingAparaullahL of Afghanistan. 1930 went to India
and worked for HackethallUre and Cable Ltd, Returned
to Germany 1939 and in 1941 joined Sonderstab Fellow in
Athens, with rank of Eamptmann der R. Arrested in
Germany May 19450

HARIVI4, Wolf

WOE) Freetown 1935/36.
Address: 0/0Waermann Line,
Resident Agency for Sierra. Leone,
Freetown. •
1936 - General agent of Vbermann.Line Accra.
Honorary German Consul for Gold Coast. .

BARON-

vra(rn) New Orleans, U.S.A. 1938.

HASETAGEN,
(cover name
SAMUEL)

Etappen agent Soerabaja 1935.
Address: 1935 - Bergamanstraat 43,
Soerabaja.

HAUPT

(nE) Patrat. Salary 1939 RM.300 nonth]Zr.

ITECKiNG

L(BE) Murmansk, Received salary 1939 of R!.500 monthly.

BMW*, Peal

Wa(3E)

German'propagandr: agent in Patras in November 1940.

Rio de Janeim.
Th. Wille & Co., Rio; in September 1942
deCorated by the Etappen organisation for special
services,

Chief' clerk

MIELE, Elam
(clover name
John.FOSTER)

VI(IE) Panama 195/39,
Address: Apartnao 805,
Panama,
Formerly Hopag-Lloyd manager in Cristobal.
Known as chief of G.I.S. in Panama.
Received monthly payment 1939 PM. 3(X). Repatriated on
s.s. "Drottingholm" May 1942.

=CHEN. Frgaapt. Lisbon, Appointed Naval Attache Portugal April 1940.
Eberhardt.
Recalled to Berlin February 1943. Reported to be in
M3.1, Ltr.
Wilhelmshazon and. trying hard. to get himself nominated
for a special mission to Turkey.
BELFERICE, Walter

(DE) Genoa, 1936 arid 1939 Received salary in 1939 of

RM.300 monthly.,
Address: 1936 .4- Via Marageliano 19 int. 6.p.

Genoa,
Probably identical with Otto HELFER= repOrtod
in October 1943 to be member of the G.I.S. in
Italy, responsible to Abt. III in Berlin.
Remained in Genoa under orders of Mil.Ltr. Rome after
Italy's entry into war.

- 13 -

HEPASOBEL, Karl. .

Etappen agent, Pdebla, Mexico, 1935.,
Address: PortA Hidalgo: No -12,
Altos,
Puebla, Mexico.

HERMAAMT

VM(BE) Salonika 1537.

HERTSLET

Etappen agent, MeXico 1939.
Representative of W.R. Davis & Co. Identical with
BEE2SLET Chief of the Overseas Dept. of official
Wirtschaftsgruppe l sent on special mission
to America in connection with oil concessions and was
in Mexico at the outbreak of wax.

HEMEL:, Carlos

(BE) Antofagadtal Chile 1936-39. •
Received sa,lax4y . for 1939 101.300 monthly.
Address: Carlos BEUBEL,
Ca$illa

(cover name:
• Mazigarita (ALCARAZ)

Antofagasta, Chile.

46Vele ta0101

1C8LER)

L(BE)T. TókYo 1936'-39. Received, salary 1939 of RK.500
month1y.

Known as leading Nazi in Japan 1941.
Address: c/o Ua & Co.,
Telkdku Se:Wei Kan,
Tolvoc.

HIRSEKORN, Dr.a.
(cover name:
• ANCERS)

(EIE LUderiti, $.0,4 Africa 1935. Addresi: P.O,Box
Luderi z,
SOL rica.

NIZIPASZ, Kapitan

Etappen agent, Magallanes, Chile 1937.
Address: Menendez-Behety Societa de Ganadera y
Commercial,
Magallanes, Chile.

HOCHST, Theo

Director of Engelsch Hollandsche Bank and Handelsmy,
the Hague.
Private Aaaress: Rystag 29,
The Hague.
Initiated in the Etappen in JanuarY 1937, but not an
agent. Born Dusseldorf 136.94. Engelsoh Tiollandsahe
Bank and Handelsw known to be under German control.
BOCHST was leader of Nazi movement in The Hague.

4—v. HOHNHORST

L(EE) II Tanga and Momborm 1938.
Received salary of 1M.300 in 1939 as BE Taros.
Address: German East Africa Line,
General Agents,
Mombasa, P.O. Box 210.
Mombasa, British East Africa.
Visited Germany midAle August 1938. Repatriated to
Germany March 1940.

HUNEELSUABSEN, Baron (ER) San SaLvador.
Wilhelm von
Recruited, for Etappen Dienst 1939. Former German
Comma.. Before the Ngnr was manager of the Banco
lOpetecario but dismissed 6 months after declaration
Of var.

I

-'14 41:11EZNIkELP, Reinbold

(Ba) LOndon 1935.
oxul Jenkinson,
Addresia: c/oBrown
1
17/18 Billiter Street,
London, E,C.3.

JAEGER, E.
(cbver. name
4 Predi )
JANSEN, Josef
(cover name:
Kent HOWARD)

JAMSEN,

Vii(B) Addra 1935-39.
Received salary of RM.300 monthly iid Vin(B) 1939.
Address: . 0/0 Woermann Line,
Resident agency for the Gold Coa-S • Colony,
Accra, P.O., Box 260.
Gener4 agent for the W.oarmann Line, Accra. Honorary
German Obnsu1 for the Gold Coast.:

W(E) Perth, Australia, 1933-36. Ags4 Si‘7:10 :3203 ,.3215.
Address: c/a' Mercantile Traders, Ltd.,
14.3, King. Street,
Perth, W.A.

Christian

(cover name:
Antonio SILVA)

.1(0)11 MadricI ) 1935.

Received salaiy as L(BE) Madrid. 1939 of RIL.500' monthly
Address: Deposit de Carbones de Tenerife S,4.,
Marcpes de Cuba 12,
Madrid.

JANSSEN, Prii3drich

Vm(HE) Makassar; Celebe

El

Island, N.E 0 I., 1935.

,TECK, Dr,

Referent of Audland IV from 1936 until_ 1940 and
possibly after. 'Responsible for Europe.

JENKE

L(BE)I, Istarbaj salary L(HEL)I, Istanbul, RM.500.
month.lar, 1939 Maiy be identical with Albert JENKS,

Comercial. Ootintiellor to German i Embassy, Turkey,

1939445, whose wife, Ingeborg, is • III; MIN TROE" s sister.
JEEHEN, Bernhard

rani 1

(EE)4 Delmar
'k, 1935.
Villa Aegir,
Sellansgade 30,
Esbjerg, Denmark.
Ikvai6h fish axporter% Assi..4.ted in November 1938 in
etonation with the Pflugitrag mile'. Released.
• .GermanY; in 1943.
274409. Known to 'be at

Adessa

(cover male:
Henrys rcuaus)

Thong Kong 1936-39. Monthly salary 1939, MOOG.
Address; Jai. JESSEN,
.c/c Jebsen and CO •
P.O....Box 97,
;
Hong Xong.
Dismissed July 1940.

WOE)

JESSEN, J..

•

JOILDISON, Rag=

Assistant HE Oslo), 1935.

Address: Shippers:gAte:34,
Oslo, Norway.

In 1,942 vas employed in the German Naval stores ir
Harstad ais, foreman in charge of issuing tools, e"
Known to 'be a. quisliass.

JOSEIHSON„ Hildur
KA.1211SSEN,

Dr.

Etappen agent, Pjallbakka, Sweden, 1935.
ea41 of firm Philipp. Holzmann, Berlin
mation in 1937 for Etappen Dienst.'
ri■

(Cover

lanwou l Nanaki lfT
name:
_Rolf latmtE)

Vi(B) Ebbe, 1935-.41. In 1939 receiVod monthly salary
of rimoo a V(B) .4obe.
Areas:. 1939 - 6V0 0 lilies &
P.O. bar 177,
Kobe..
Ebnburg-America line agent. EWA of shIPPiag department of lilies & CO.4. E.Obe. On 32.1441 recommended
for decoration in recognition Of energetic services.
Charged With treason and embezzlement 24.2.43 and
relieved oP hiS office.

KEMP, Melt/rich

L(BE)II, New York.
Address: Mhpag Lloyd,
Pier 86, Vat.,
New-York,

Repatriated,via Siberia in April 1940 and released.
KM:MEN

Deputy 1i(BE) Punchall 1939.
ReceiVed monthly salary of VM.300 in 1939.

ICEROBNER, Ernst

Vta(BE) Bbifa, 1937.

KINOBOUlto Gotthilf

',1b,(BE) Haifa, 1937.

ElBSCHMUM, L

ER, Dairen, 1935.
Address: Eigashikoencho kir. 3,
Dairen.
NSDAP Area, Leader Dairen, address c/o Mien &
212 Yemagate Dori, P.O. Box 23 .
Recommended for E.V.K. 1st class.

(cover name: 'IM:et)

* MUM, grnst
(cove Ziar40

Ot

Probably identical with Gottfried KIMENER, a
Palestinian GermanW/Tloperator, who in February 1941
was , ..t the Lebrregiment Brandenburg training school,
Berlin.

V(BE) Bathurst, 1939. Received salary of Rm.3Da
monthly it 1939 aft BE Bathurst.
Address: 1937 P.O. Box 274,
tathu#t,
Briti4baCanbia.
Bbn, Consui Otitober 1440. Went to Dakar as member of
Armistice °omission and
was giVen cover there.

ELpIE4 Dr.

BE, Lucinda, 1937.

KLEIN, Dr. :=rbert
(cover name:
Unigherto KLEVER)

Deputy BE:Santos 1936 and Sae Paulo Brazil, 1939.
Address: Onfri Postal 484,
Sao Fnulo, Brasil..

Address:

Jae.. C. Woermann Brock.

BE, ponstansa, 1939.
Received monthly salary of BM..300 in 1939 as.BE
Constanza.

BILTNGENHERG, Ernst
(cover namo
Maximo SOLER)

r!,.(E), 1935, and Deputy L(BE) Madrid, 1939, In 1939
re,ceived month2y, salary of BLOW as Deputy L(BE)
Madrid.

nsipal attorney in

theft= Baquera Klisdho,

and
lameda 28, Malaga. Gorman agent, Lames
Mad4dCen4ral EnrdinaS 124

1*.
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KLINKERT

Vt(BE)•Santos, Brazil&
Ship's broker at Santos& 'September 1942 decorated by
the Etappen organisation for special services. •
Address: Rua•Juao Eboli 58, Santos. Connected with
Booker's intelligence network.

KOCH. (Konsul)

Vm(BE) HaelInnes, Chile, 1937.
AdlTress: . StUbenrauch & Co.,
•
Magallanes,
Chile..

KORBER 0 Wolfgang

Irm(RE). Brussels, 1938.
Born 17,3.08. Director of D.N.I4 Swiss Stibject previously departed from Paris. Leiter of Abw.II,Brussels.
Adaresa: 13 Rue Paul,
Lauters.

KORPF, Adelbert, Dr. L(BE)I, Shanghai, 1936-39,
(cover name:
In 1939 receiVed monthly salary of RM6500 as L(DE)I,
14,0If KLINGEMANN)
Shanghai.
Address: i.Vaaelchors &Co.
P40i Box 1004,
Shanghai.

210 Kinviang Road,
Shanghai.
13.2.404 Senior partner of Melchers, Shanghai.
DelieVed to be conducting secret activities for German.
Government. Had secret account in company's books
through Which large sums were paid out without
accomidanying vouchers.
1936

KOWALDT

Vi(B) 1fihbay, 1937.
Repreben ati4e of Deutsch Amerika Line. Member of
Vol:3==n Lite Agenby.

KRCEPSCH,

Etappen agent, Moscow.
Assistant of Naval Attache, Moscow.

KROHN

Hhnburg. Initiated in the Etappen in January 1 937, but
not an agent.

IGOLLP

Vt, Rotteraam.
.
Dutch.
representative with Muller & Co..

KRUCER

Vu(BE) Thessalonika. .
In 1939 received monthly salary of RM.300 . as Vu()
Thessalonika.

Gottfried.
I
Korv.

KED CIE1",

Head of Etappen organisation When it was first set .1*
in 1931 as Gr.VB of Amt. Aus/Abw. Was replaced by
STOEPHASIUS in M4 1937. •Stayed at Grand Hotel, Oslo,
March 1945.

EDERL Carlos

Vh(BE) Antofagesta.

LABOD, Friedrich

Vt(BE) at Ebssima.
Representative of. Deutsch Levant .Linie before the war.
Decetiber 194.1 reported to be connected With espionage,
using consular cover at Adana.

LE

BE Ludowitz Bay 1937.

•
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LANGENEEIM, ffeinrichi WOE) at Tetuan, Spanish Morocco in 1939 with. salary
of RM.300 monthly, Transferred to Abw.In in November.
•
1941 and worked for IM in Tangier operating under
cover of German Armistice Commission and controlled
by Anti Wiesbaden. • E4el1ed from Spanish Morocco' as
a result of British pressure in 1944 and went to Spain
as a memher of KMD Spain. Was interned by the Spanish
authorities in Caldes de Nalavello, but later released
and sent to 11-11, at Speaks Arabic.
LLSSEN, A.

•Etappen agent in Copenhagen.
Possibly identical with LASSEN, an officer , of Ask.
Copenhagen in 1942.

LAMEN

L(IE) Denmark,
Probably an alias of .eFLUCK-HARTUNG.

LELENBERG

Der* BE Lourenco Marques 1938-39 with nrCirtry of RM.,
300 month-1Zr.
Partner in Georg SCHROEIER and LEIDMERG and represen-

tative of BA:1ER Chemicals. Identical with Onstus
a leading nazi in Lourenco Marques,
work in 1942.
said to be connected with Abwehr
Reported in liareh 1944 to be carrying on a cland.estine
mail se/vibe between Lourenco Marques and Portugal by
means of douriers on Portuguese ships.
Christian • tEIDENIERG

LEPPIN, Max
(cover name:
Fritz HTINMI)

VIE) tigrpt 1925. Born 1891.
ress:

GeT1afl Coal Depot (Dekade)
Port Said,

P.C4 Box

261.

As acting Getman Consul had clote liaison with Italian
and JapaneSe consular representatives between 1936 and
1939. Returned. to Germany on 16th July 1939, but is
schaddled for repatriation from Egypt in British
Embassy list published in October 1944, so may slabsequently haVe returned to Egypt.
LIECEFELDT, Arno.

HE, Porto Llegre l Brazil, 1936,
Address: Co.ixo. postal 234,
Porto Alegre,
retired naval officer and manager of the Porto
Alegre office oP Tubas NIONMIVANN, he was arrested by
the Brazilian police in 1942 as an undesirable alien.
Me question of his repatriation came up in February
1944 and although he was believed to have been
invAsted in espionage activities, nothing could be
prdVed against him. He was however repatriated in
1944.

LTPITWANN, Kapt,z,S.
(cover name:
Hubert BODENBLIGH)
LINDENBERG, Kurt

((server nano:
John BUSIER)

Lir. To1Y0 1939.
naval attache 'in Thkva until his return to Germany
in the summer of 1940.

Tras

L(BE)II, Colon. Panama Canal Zone in 1937.
Address: c/aB4pag-Lloyd,
Panama CanaltAomacy,k
P.O. BOX 50670''''N,

Ofr)T4.4 'Caw.fr
A044-ng....Ge 1riffi1 'eonsul and re
Iri-Panama, May 1939.

le,

of the
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LINDNER, Dr.

LOWISCEI, Kapt.z.S.
• • 1.1AHNKE, Walter
(cover none:
Ludwig . MONSEN)

g2t) Genoa.

Wat German Consul-General in Genoa and . remainqd undar
orders of the Nil. TAT, Rome after Italy entez..ed. the:
war,
ML

Ltr., Rome. •Naval attache in June 1939

ii-h(na) Curacao 1939 with montha,y salary of mom.
Address: c/o Fritz. Athrop & Co.,
Apartadey 639,
Barranquilla.
4
Dasmissed
in February 1940.

MAIM, Kurt Konrad
(cover name:
Herbert ST00IU22)

Iraci(DE) Amtmerp.
Born 12.1..84. Inspector with tpag.

11ANSING

FE, New York, 193b.
Probcibly identical with Friedrich Carl IIENSING (q.v.)

MARGGRAFF, Joathim
(oove.r name:
juan smart)

VE . Bogota 1939 with salary of R1.1.300 monthly.
Ferrierl,y German Consul in Bogota and. secretary of
the Nazi party in Colombia. Repatriated., on the s. s„
itrcrttingholm" July 1942.

WIZENS, Thiib
(cover
Guillermo SANCHEZ)

L(HE) Buenos . Aires 1926/74
Address: Gallo 25 de M-kyo Nr„ 267
Buenos Aires:.
A prominent member of ,the German colony in Argentine
and - agent for Norddeutscher Lloyd. , Arrested in 19142
on 0:Large of espionage, but soon released. Arrested
again in 1944. Was in charge of the welfare of G-raf
Spots internees in Argentine,

MARYTITZ Kontreadrairal
von der

Naval Attache, Istanbill 1939-4.5.
Controlled I ,M, actiVities in Istanbul and was asked
to take Over K.O.N.0:,:af ter LEVERKUEHNB dismissal,
but irimediatel,y of terwards was ordered by Admiralty
to give up d irect connection with Abwehr as
prejudicial to his status as Naval Attache. Die to
leave Turkey in FebrUhry 194.5 with other German
diplomats., but wasP anted permission to rennin.

MASCHEE„ KPita.

Hapc-f representative in Hamburg.
Initiated in the aatipen in January, 1 937, but not
ari age tit1

MATBIESEN, Valter

IT-m(BE) 01.2racao.
Dismissed February 94U.

KATHY', Eu.gen.

LOIN )

(cover name:
John ANDERSON)

Sydney, Australia 19340-9.Agenta-not. :1203, 1213.
Gilchrist, Watt & Sanderson
P.O. Box 513a,
5 O'Connell St. •

Mciress:

•

Sydney.

•Was in 'Ger:lazy at outbreak of war.
MAURER,

V-ca(BE). Nevt Tork.
Address: Ilapag Lloyd,
•
Pier 86 N.R.,
New York.

»19..
MAYRHOFER,Eptlt.a.D..
Richard
(cover name:
Josef MAHRIM)

MEM, Friedrich

Mil.Ltr. and L(IC) I Madrid 1935.
Address: Fernanflor 60
Madrid..

L(EE) Beira 1935-7 with salary of RH.500 monthly.

Address: German East Africa Line,
General Agents,
P.O. Box 279,

(cover nane:
BRACHIELE)

Beira, Portuguese East Africa.

Dorn at Minden 7.4.89. Manager of German East Africa
Lino Agency and leading member of Geraan community.
Suspected that his office vas *entre of German
inte11igeme activity and in September 1943 was seen
Observing British shipping through binoculars. On
Black List.

IT-LI(LIE.) Rio de Janeiro. Recruited July 191+1 and
became Deputy L(Bn) it l942. Arrested by the
Braziliim authorities in March 1942 and said to 'be a
very aottft member of the Etappen. Possibly
identical with Hans Otto =ER, who was recruited in
Rio by Abvehr
II. in 1941.

AIEIER, Otto.

MENSING, Friedrich
(cover name:
Fritz LEM)

Carl

Before U.S.A. entered the war, was passenger agent
atd manager of San Francisco branch of HamburgAsaorika Line with H.Q. at North German Lloyd office,
/33 Post Street, San Francisco. Is Arerican citizen,
born in Germany and reported to be real head of Nazi
party in 11,S4A. Also suspected of being connootea
triith the Gestapo, rale!. he was greatly interested in
matterb affeCting Gernat seamen. No . eonnection with
MENSING Co. of duradao: Still in America in 1945.

MERTENS, Herbert

VT operator working for the Etappenorganisation in

MEVES, Garton

L(DE)II Istanbul_ 1937..
Born Rendsburg1856 0 was head of the A.O. in
Istanbul and director of the German Luvant Linie
1937-39. Hon. 7-man of S.D. Istanbul.. Left in
1941 to become Captain of the port of Odessa. Later
he post of Director-General of thp Danube Shipping
Co.„ BUdapost.

MEYER, 14D.
(cover name: .
Ricardo URIENETA)

Member of thkiEtappendieust at Ver.Crun, Mexico,
1935.

Tenerife (no date).

• 1:=ER-DOHNER, Freg,-Kapt. Mil .Ltr., San Sebastian.
Naval Attache, San Sebastian June 1939.
DOENITZ
Born 0.1900. Retired from Navy as Commander shortly
before the war. Promoted Captain on retired list
May 1940. •Described as energetic and capable with
a. flair for espionage. Controlled sabotage
organisation in Madrid for placing bombs in British
and. Allied ships. In January 1946 be li eved to be
connected with the *,,- erewolf organisation.
1937 MEAL:Eli., Hans
L(11E) Durban/ 1939 with salary of RH.500 nonth1y.

TIOHRSTEDT, Alfred

Chief clerk and agency representative of Th. WITU1
Co.,Rio de•Janeiro. Decorated in September 19) 1 2 for
special services to the Etappenorganisation.

IMETTN,R, Hans
(cover mune:
Kurt WAHENTROP)

VA-m() Barranquilla, Colombia 1936-35.
Bhpag-Lloyd representative.
Address: c/o Fritz Puhrop a Ca.,
Barranquilla, •

ApartaArl 639.

Intercepted letter in March 1943 showed that he vas
working for the Germans during the war.
MOTXNR, Rudolf

Partner in Derringer & Co., Para, Brazil. Decorated
in 1942 f Jrspecial •services to the Etappenorganiin 194.2 at Neuberstr. 53.
sation. Was in Hamburg
Possibly identical with Rudolf MORLITIR, Vice-Consul
Madrid in March 1945 and Leiter ',K. KM Spain.

MORGENER, Rudo.l.f 9
BLLO @ vaammillo
A LEVANTINO

Assistant V..m(DE) Sao Paulo.
Formerly employed at the Consulate-General, Sao Paulo:
was head of Nazi party in Sao Paulo and von,COSSEL's
deputy for 'all Drazil. Was decorated in Septeraber
1944 for special services to the Etappanorganisation.
Repatriated frau Brazil with other diplo-lats in May
1942 and was transferred to 0111Abw. III. Assigned
to Lisbon and arrived in Portugal with his family in
September 1942 to take up post as clerk in the German
Legation, Deoame most active me6ber of Lisbon Abvehr,
receiving reports each morning on shipping movements
from observers placed opposite Gibraltar and from
worlzien entering the port. Also responsible for
training agents of K.O. Portugal. On list of Germans
to be repatriated from Portugal, but disappeared on
19th November 1945.
Born HanbUrg 14507, domiciled Berlin, height 1.7514.86md aim, smart appearance, cluanshaven ,,. d-Irk hair

going grey, holds German passport 209/44 issued

2,utust 18th 1944.
.A.claress in Lisbon: (1) Rue Joaquin Antonio do Aguilar

35) 3°Left.
(2) Avenida Ressano Garcia 8-2.

MOSEIER, Adolf Paul
(cover name:
Paul HORN)

BE Deli, Sumatr.A 1939 with salary of R11.300 uonthiy.
Address: (1937) c/o Harrison, Crossfields Ltd.,
Deli, Sul:vat:rat.
(1939) O.K. Tandiong Kassan Est.Post Tebing,
Released from service when Holland was invaded by
Germany.

MOUTHS

V.-m(DE) Lisbon 1937.

Born Essen 13.3.99. Identical with Ferdinand Fritz
Wilhelra MOUTHS, before the war manager of the Hotel
Atlantic°, Lisbon. Sent to Madrid in December 1940

as HIMMER's pera)nalrepresentative at the German
Embassy. Buying agent for H.W.K. (blockade breaking
section of the Abwehr) inM..adrid, later suspected of
working for the S.D. Reported to be back in Lisbon
in March 1945.

-aMULLER,

Carlos E.

(cavername:
Kurt HEINEMANN)

MULLER, Friedrich
MULLER,

Fritz

MULLER, Hans

77-im(BE) Funchal 1935-39, with salary of 1RM.300

ponthly.

Address: i•Fa. SociedadCInsulana ao Trasportos
Maritimos Ltda.,
Funchal,
Madeira Island.
17-,m(BE) Curacao 1935.
L(BE) Lagoa 1937.
General agent for Weermann Linie inigigeria.
DE Beira 1938.

MUM, Karl (DiplsIng.) DE 1935 in Sweden.
Identical with Karl Adolf MUELTRR I arrested by
(cover mule: °LIR)
Narvik police in January 1940 on espionage charge
of obtaining shipping infomation.
IONOH, Hans

Ir-m(BE) Livorno, Italy" 1936.
Address: Via Montano.

Livorta4

MUNZERT,Dr. Hans

BE 1935 in• Gfteborg, Sweden.
Leader of G8teborg group of NSDAP 1938-43. Head of
the GoilmerCial Department of the German ConsulateGenerals which position ho is believed to use as
cover for intelligence activities in G8teborg.
Recommended for repatriation 12,6.45.
AddrosS: OliVeddsgatan 13,
Wteborg.

MUTH, Hans
(cover name:
Ernesto)

BE Rio de Janeiro 1939 with monthly salary of RH.
300. Taught in the Brazilian Army technical school
and was an expert on radio telegraphy. Reported to
be associated with the Tolefunken Co. of Rio de
Janeiro,. Arrested by the Brazilian authorities as
a German agent in March 1942.

=ORD

Deputy LE Botha-Victoria, West Africa, with salary
of RM,300: monthl;Y.

NEVERMANN

Vi( BE). Ancud,.Cbile.
Identical with S;E• Stunaann NEVERMLNN, attached to
the Waffer S.S. in 1944.

(cover name:
HUALMAR)

NIEBUHR, Kapt.z.S. Dietrich Mil. Ltr. Buenos Aires 1939.
(cover name:
Naval Attache and chief Lbwehr agent in Buenos
Guillermo CABANA)
Aires since 1936. Expelled fraA Argentine on
espionage charge early in 1943. Became head of
A.C. AUSLAND III in succession to STOEPHASIUS in
Juno 1943 and was transferred to Zagreb as head
of naval liaison staff in 1944. Arrested June 1945.
NIEMANN,'Walter

NOLTE, Heinz
(cover name:
Gustav)

L/BE Lagos, Nigeria 1936-39 with monthly salary
of Rilopc.
Born e. 1904. Agent of1Woermann Line.
BE,

1935.

Address: Adolf Frederikagatan 10,
Malmo), Sweden.
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OEHRENS, Alfred

Deputy V-m (DE) Las Palmas 1939 with monthly salary of
RM:300g
Assestant manager of the Wbehrmann.Line Las Palmas..
Probably an Lbwehr II agent until:1945.

OFYhRSEN, Karl
(cover • name:.
PeterWONG)

Vini(DE) Canton 1939, with monthly salary of R2.300.
Address: c/o Jebsen and CC.
Canton. •

OBLE, Otto

V-m(DE) Eacassr:r, N,E, Indies 1939.

OTTO, Kerr

V-m(1E) Manila (no date given).

PALS, Albert

Magallanes, Chile, 19377

PAL, Alfred_
(cover nano:
Dietrich PADISSEN)

V-m(I2) Kobe 1935-39 with monthly salary of pol.3oo.
Box Sannomiya 88,
Address in 1939: P.O.
Kobe.
Released from the Etappenor t;anisation in 1941.

PANSING, Paul

V-n() Dairen 1939 with monthly salary of RK.300.
Address: c/o 00H0 Anz and Co..,
ramagatadori 212,
Dairen,

•ARLOV.I

V-m(HE) Puntos Arenas, Chile (no date given).

PASCHEN, Ernst
(cover name:
Ludwig GAF)

DE Fortaleza (Ceara), Brazil.
Address: c/o Derringer & Co.,
Caixa Postal 44,
Fortaleza (Ceara).
An ardent Nazi and said to be the chief Nazi
propagandist in his district. V-m(DED in September
1942, when he was decorated for special services to
the Etappenorganisation.

PASCHKEWITZ, Hans
(cover name:
Johannes LUTZE)

V-u(i) Dangkok in 1939 with monthly salary of RK.300
Address: c/o Windsor & Co.,

EAYSEN, Detlef
(cover name: John)

DE Anapala, Honduras 1935-39 with monthly salary of
RM4300.
Address: i. Pa., Teodoro: Kohncke & Erich Payson,.
AmapA ln , Honduras n . .
In 1940 was assistant to Robert NOM,. Nazi leader in
Honduras, ..A forcer German naval officer, cDnsra.n..1agent and director.of the brat-16h of Casa KONEE
(7 KOHNCKE) at Amapala.

(cover name:
Fritz RASOR)

Bangkok, Siam.

'

PERSSON-EENNING, lvar
(cover name: Arthur)

,4
PETERS, V.
(cover name: Samuel

•

DE Belsingborg, Sweden.
Address: S5dra Storegatan 45,
Masingbori Sweden.
Dorn 1876. Gorman Consul at Holsingborr, since 1911.
Well-known as an ardent Nazi propagandist and
suspected in 1944 of being a Garman agent.

V-m(DE-, Seerabaja with monthly sa1axr in 1939 of
300.
laddreask, c/o Wh. Ho 'Muller & Co. N.V•
Eunbang Wepoon,
ScerabaJa.

Released from sarvices ahan.Holland was invaded by
Germans,

:

723Morl N., Johannes
(cover name:
Edomrd. 1.ELNEZ.)

77-m(LE) Port-au-Prince 1935. Promoted L/DE of
Etappe Grosse Antilles 1938-39.
Representative of Hapag and Horn Lino and chief
Nazi in Haiti. In 1938 received large sma of
money from abroad, demanding cash payment in 1000
and 500 dollar bills. /lade frequent trips by air
to other parts of W. Indies on which he was
suspected of distributing large sums of money.

PETZOLD, William

ER San Salvador 1939.
Hapag Lloyd agent.

.e.n.ITGK-HARTLING @ LAUSEN
(cover mans: HOLST)

Kapt. (E), Mil. Ltr. and L(EE)I Copenhagen
1935-39. Dorn 17.6,89 in Basle. Former edit3r of

Berliner Doersen-Zeitung. Sentenced by the Danes
on espionage charge in January 1939, but released
when Germans invaded Denmark. Head of KMD Stelle
Bordeaux 1942-44 and possibly also worked as a
Referent in A.E. Ausland III during this period.
Captured by the Americans 1944 and interned in U.S.A.

• PILLING, Asnold
(cover name:
Arno CULDRANSSON)

L(DE)II Oslo 1935.43.
Address: Postbox 908, or
Vettakollen,
Oslo.

4+-

Assistant Referent of Abt, Aus IV 1936741,
Had of Etappe. Bordeaux Jane 1941,

Kapt. .A.Ri
POSER, Captain

II--m(EE) Para, Brazil.
.
RepresentatiVe of Nord Deutscher Lloyd.

PRALET

1P-m(DE) Tientsin..
Left the. Etappenorganisation in

PRIEGER, Dr. Otto)Ernst
Walter
(cover name:
Willy SEIDEL)

BE Osaka, L(E) Kobe,
Succeeded BELLSTEDT (0.,..,v0) as. DE in Kobe in 1940 and
was transferred to Yokohama in 1941. Possibly
identical with Dr. Walter PRIEGER, agent of Ast
Hamburg in Spain 1942-46, who was repatriated on
8.2.46.

PREESSING,.EdnundDruna
von
(cover name: Erik)

L(DE) Helsinki. 1935.
Dorn 18.9.84 at Viborg, Russian, naturalised Finn.
Roumanian consul in Helsinki since 1925 and managing
director of Shipping firm Axel Holmshafen. Suspected
German agent, reported to be in Stockholm end of 1944.

RAHN,

Wilhelm

1940.

L/DE Santa Cruz, Teneriffe 1939 with monthly salary
of RIL.300. Dorn 16.12.1897. II4Dnager of Ahlers bank
in Teneriffe. Active party member. Spent -auch
money entertaining Spanish naval personnel and
obtained information on Allied shipping from then.
Known as head of Teneriffe sub-office, dealing with
the secret funds of the Naval Attache in Spain and
concerned with submarine profisioning since 1941,
mhan he was decorated for special services, to the
.
Etappenorganisation. Also employed by flvl K.O. Spain.
Still in Teneriffe February 1946.

•

RAHNERT, Alfred
(cover name:
Norbert HAUSWAWIT)

V-m(IE) Caracas 1939 with monthly salary of RM.300
Vice-Consul in Caracas and employee of Hamburg
Amerika Line. Regraded as a suspect Nazi and after
departure of the German diplomatic mission in January
1942 0 was taken into custody by the Venezuelan police.

RAS4MUS I Karl Rudolf

IE Calcutta 1935-39.
Commercial attache at the German consulate for many
years until the outbreak of war and was thought to
have carried out commercial espionage. 1941-44
commerc i nJ attache in Kabul, where he carried out

( cover nate:.

Oswald and. E.gger)

Intelligence activities. Returned to Germany April

1944.
RAUTENBERG, Hans
(cover name:
Joao SANTOS)

V.n() Bahia, Brazil 1937 -39 with monthly salary
of RM.300. Arrested by the Brazilian authorities
in March 1942. Decorated in September 19)2 for
special services to the Etappenorganisation.

REDECKER, Kurt Friedrich V-m(BE) Buetaventina, Colombia.
KarlBerthold Born 10.8.99 in Hamburg. Manager in Bogota of Transmares (Hamburg-Amerika). Was to be expelled in
" February 1944, but denied intelligence activities in
interrogation.
REMPPIS, Friedrich
(cover name:
VERMEULEN)

Connected with the Etappenorganisation in 1935, but
not sworn in and not concerned with secret material.
A former naval officer, he was engaged in 1939 in
naval espionage in Rotterdam under Korv. 'Capt. von
BESTHORN and was known to the Dutch as an Abwehr

agent;

Addr4set

IH•

Gert

+REUNERT, Karl
(cover name: CliVe)

Den Haag,,
DUinweg , 25, iox
N.V. Sunda Comp.,
Rotterdam,
15 .0. Box 1189.

BE Wa1fischbay, South Africa, 1939, with monthly
salary of RM.300. Aged about 40 (1946). Brother of:L(BE)I Motbasa 1939 with monthly salary of RM.:500.
Representative of German East Africa Line in
Mombasa. Repatriated to Germany February 19400

1939 with monthly salary of PM. 300.
Born 0.1893. Married, no dhildren. Has been In
arlYrna since 1934 and Director of the Deutsche

ROGGENBUCK, Siegfried BE Smyrna

Orientbank since 1937. Strongly pro4Tazi.
Address: (1944) 733 In8nti Caddesi„
Smyrna.
Released from the Etappenorganisation in Apri.1 1941

owing to unsuitability.

ROHLSEN, Gustav

ROMER, Ernst

L(BE) . Port-au-Prince, Haiti with monthly salary in
1939 of RH.500. •
Representative in Haiti of Hamburg-Amerika Line.
Arrested by the Americans end of 1941.
V!-m(BE) Cape Town

1937.

'Head of the Passenger Department of the D4i.L. in
Cape Town.,
•
February 1938: Had recently died.

-25ROTH, Georg
(cover name: Jorge)

Worked for the Etappenorganisation in PernaMbuco,

Brazil in 1939.

Address: (1939)

Caixa Postal 186,
Recife-Pernambuco.
Member of firm G. Roth & Cia. Reported in April 1942
to be an active Nazi still at liberty.

MACH, Pala
.
V-m(BE) Tampico, Mexico 1935 with monthly salary in
• (cover naMe: B.E.GRAY) 1939 of . RM.300. •
Manager of HeymanEversbusch & Co., Tampico,.
Arreite& by the Mexican police in Apri.1 . 1942 and
deported to Germany. Posted . as IM agent . to K.O.
Spain in January 1943 where he worked under cover of
Job with Baguera. Arrested 8.6.45.
(no date

RUEGGEBERG, X;lt. •

Worked for the Etappenorganisation in
given).

RUPPEL, Ernie

BE Der-esSalaam 1938.

SALSTROM

Director of Verein Hamburg Assekuradeure, Hamburg.
Although not an agent, was initiated into the
Etappenorganisation in January 1937.

SAUERMANN

V-m(BE) Las Palmas,. First recruited 1942.

SAUR, Karl

1artner in Pram Cohnitz & Co., coal importers in Rio.
Decorated September 1942 for special services to the
Etappenorganisation,

0arli

SCHAEFER David Ernst V-m Copenhagen.
Correepondent of the Voelkischer Beobachter and
assistant'German Press Attache in Copenhagen 1940.
Connected With PFLUGK -HARTUNG (q.v.). Arrested
November 1945.

4.

SCHARPP, Walter
(cover name:
John BAXTER)

L(BE)I Colon, Panama Canal zone 1935 - 37.
Born Hamburg 24.6.98. Hapag employee in Panama, he
was expelled for espionage in 1938 and transferred to
Chile, arriving in Valparaiso April 1938. Kept watch
on Garman ships in Chilean ports, collected maritime
information and statistics of imports and exports.
Reported in May 1941 to be on route for Yokohama.

SCHAEFFEL, Helmut

BE Voles, Greece, with monthly salary in 1939 of RM.
300. Representative of the firm Schoffel and Schmidt.
Getman consul at Volos and loader of the local German
community.

SCHELL, A.C.

V-m(BE) San Jose, Costa Rica.
Hapag-Lloyd agent in Costa Rica and Panama. Interned
in U.S.A. in 1942.

SCHLOSSER

Connected with the Etapponorganisation 1935, but not
under oath or concerned with secret material.
Inspector of Levant Linie in Rotterdam.

SCELVERIANN, Werner

Assistant BE ParanahYba, Brazil, 1939.
German Vice-Consul Paranahyba 1941.

SCHMIDT, Max
(cover name:
Moritz)

V-m(BE) Valparaiso 1939 with monthly salary of RM.300.
Returned to Germany April 1941 and was put at
disposal of 0 NPA.
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SCHNIDT Theodor

SCHMIDT, Walter A.J.
cover name:
Ulrico FEEERMANN)

Assistant BE Stomanger 1955.
Address: i.Fa. Sildolje Febrikernes Talgsentrale,
Lydersagens 23)
Stavanger, Norway.
.V-m(BE) Port Limon) Costa Rica and later Cristobal.
Naval Reserve.Officer." : Resigned on grounds of illhealth 1941.

SCHMIDT, Wilhelm
(cover name:
Juan HARTEIVECK)

V-4m(BE) Punta ArenasvOhile 1957-39.
Hon. German Conall, Punta Arenas,.
Address: c/o Gildemeiater
Casilla 4570.
Punta Arenas.

SCIMITZ, Karl

Vriu(BE) Tientsin 1959,
A reserve intelligence . agent for the Etappenorganisation at Chefoo in 1940. A • notorious drunkard.
Was engaged in intelligence work in Chefoo during
the 1914 .7r18 war.

SCHMOLINSICE, Korr, Kapt. Referent in Abt. AUsland IV
the wireless service.

1938.

Responsible for

SCH1MIDER, Dr. Rudolf C. BE Eombay'1939 with inthly salary of RM.300.
(cover name:
Address: ABG India El. Co., Ltd.,
Harry SMITH)
Ballace Estate,
Construction House,
Bombay.
SCHNEEWIND, Paul
(cover name:
Jan DIERC(SEN)

BE Padang, 1939, with monthly saary of RM.300.
German Conadl, Padang. Was released from service
when Holland was invaded by Germany. In July 1941
the Dutch East Indies authorities requested safe
Conduct for him through the Pacific and he was due
to leave for j apan on 11.7.41.

SCHNEII&WIND, KVt.Kapt. Leiter GrUppe II Nest Brest 1940. Referent in Lbt.
@ Dr. SCHNEIDER.
AUsland III October 1942. Born 1900.
SCHDL7Fi,

Kapt.Franz

SC:VITRA, Julius
(Cover name:
John, Johnson)

L() 'Los Angeles 1938.
Probably identical with Capt. Franz SCHULZE,
representative in San Francisco of Hapag and Slif9aen
and Christenson. Arrived in New York from Bremen
23.12.34.. and applied for naturalisation 18.4.35.
Suspected German agent as he did no business for
Hapag, bUt used office, which adjoined that of the
British Consulate-General, as cover for pro-Nazi
activities. Connected with the Reichsdeutsche
Vereinigung and had much correspondence with
individuals in Germany. Believed to send information
on Pacific Coast shipping to Germany in 1941, and to
receive in return Nazi propaganda material for distribution.

Connected with the Etappenorganisation in Iceland

1935-37.

A former lieutenant in the German Navy and German

Consul in ReykasVik. Connected with Firma Einarson,
Finck & Siemen, building contractors and sanitary
engineers. A naturalised Icelander.

SCHREIBER . Korv. Kapt.

V6,m(BE) Oslo October 1939.,
Presumed to be assistant to the Germat naval attache
and was received in audience by the King of Norway in
December 1939. Was aótive in. espionage work against
Great Britain and was openly collaborating with knarta'
members of the

SC9IBER, Erich

L(c) Lobito 1938 with monthly salary of RM.
300. Aged about 40, is agent of Deutsch-Afrika and
Woermann Line and unofficial German consul in Lobito.
Is principal German intelligence agent in Lobito and
before the war operated a clandestine wireless
transmitter from the Deutsch Afrika Line building.

SCHROEDER, Georg

BE . Lourenco,Marques 1937-39.
Dire:C*4°r of Georg Schroeder and Leidebberg, Lourenno
Marques. Believed to have been in Germany. in 1941
when letter was intercepted addressed to him c/a
Philippi' and CO., Hamburg.

• SCHROEDER, Ludwig
(cover name:
Jack BRIGHTON)

Deputy

BE Dar-es-Salaam, Tangagyka, 1939.
Agent of DeutschOstafrika Line. Returned to Germany
October 1939, .

SCHRODER or SCHROEDER,
Otto,
(cover name:
FLORABUL)

BE Horta, Azores 1935-39 with monthly salary of RM.
300. A cable expert and for 30 years .superintendent
at Horta of the Deutsche Atlantische Telegraph rn Co.
In 1940 was transmitting shipping information to
Berlin by wireless. Received money for ships' crews
via Lisbot. In Lisbon 1943-44 working with AEG.

SOBULDT, Hans
(cover name:
Ulrich GOTTA)

L(BE) Rio do Janeiro 1939 with salary of RN. 300.
Partner in firm Hermann Stoltz & Cia until February
1941, when he returned to Germany. Probably idention3
with Hans SCHULDT who was assistant to the German
Naval Attache in Lisbon in 1944 and one of the
principal collaborators of Rudolf BORNHOFT. Due for
repatriation to Germany in February 1946, but
Obtained a permit to return from the Portuguese
Government as a "commercial agent".

SCITTUM;.-.BOEING, Otto

Hon. German Consul in Autofagasta.
Born Breslau 4.4.02. Fe arrived in Chile from
Bolivia in July 1929 and worked as northern representative for Kulenkampf, Knob p & Co. Established a
maritime espionage service in N. Chile under
direction of Ludwig von BOHLEN and transmitted
Shipping information to the German EMbassy. Was
succeeded by Guillermo HELLERMAM and was repatriated

to Germany in November 1943.

SCHULTZ-H4USMANN,
Friedrich
(cover name:
Ramon IBANEZ)

L(BE) Vb2paraima 1936-41,
Norddeutscher. Lloyd representative

SCHUMANN Herbert

V-m(BE) Nbnrovia, In 1939 deputy L(BE) with salary

•

in Valparaiso.
Appointed assistant commercial attache at Gorman

Embassy in March 1941. Tried on espionage charge
in kugust 1941 and fled to Argentine, where he
became manager of Bromberg and Co., Buenos Aires.
Committed suicide in prison December 1514,

of RM.300 monthly.

Returned to Germany November 1939.

-28SC1SVAB

Alberto @ SPENCER Assistant BE, Rio de Janeiro.

•Born Sao Paulo 1898. Educated in Germany and

returned to Brazil in 1923. Was a shipping clerk
in firm Theodor Wille & Co., Rio. Recruited by
German naval attache in 1940 and supplied shipping
information to Germans which he obtained from a
•Brazilian customs official. Reported to be an
agent of the Carl MUEGGE group and connected with
well-known German agents Nils Christensen and Jose
•Ferreire DIAS. Decorated for special services to
the Etappenorganisation September 1942.
Gerhard
(cover name:
Carlos FONSECA)

SEE:BURG,

V-m(BE) Cartagena, Spain, 1955.
Address: Deposito de Carbones de Tenerife S.A.,
Muelle de Santa Lucia,
Cartagena.

SELKE, Ewald
(cover name:
Ewald STAHLBUSCH)

BE. Santos, Brazil- 1956 -59 with monthly
RM.300.
-

SIR% Kurt

V-m(BE) Antwerp (no date given)
Possibly identical with Berr SIEH, an associate of
•Kurt JOHANNSEN of Hamburg it 1957.

SIEFKEN, Louis Theodor
(cover name:
Theodor PAHL)
Hans Heinrich
(cover name:
Alberto mom)

SIEVERT,

salary of

Address: c/o Banco Alemaos. Transatlantica,..
'Caixa Postal 181,
Santos.

BE Mombasa 1936-38.
One of the oldest of Abt. Ausland IV and considered
a very good intelligence agent. Later went to China

to work for the Abwehr.

V-m() Recife, Brazil 1959.
A naturalised Brazilian, 40 years old, manager, of

Hermann Stoltz & Cia., Recife. A pleasant type,
very intelligent, speaks fluent English and is one
of the Most active Nazis in Brazil. An associate
of Walter GRUERTIN and Herbert Julius von BEER,
valo approached him with plan for setting up W/T
station in Recife in 1942. Arrested in April 1942,
when plan of a new airport at Natal was found in

his possession.

SZE

BE Milan 1939 with salary of RM.300 monthly.

SIPPELL, W.V.

Connected

SPETH4

V-n() Persia 1957.

SPIELlikat

V-m(BE) Manila (no date given).
Transferred to Shanghai August 1941.

STEFFAN, Kontre Admiral
Otto Werner
(cover name:
Axel T0RSTENSON)

Mil. Ltr. and L(BE)I Stockholm 1955.

with the Etappenorganisation at The Hague
but not sworn in or concerned with secret
material. Possibly identical with Rittmeister Dr.
SIPPEL in AG.. Ausland Abtaa August 1945.
in 1955,

German naval attache in Stockholm 1939. Compromised
and forced to leave the country in April 1940.
Reported to be in Gdynia in February 1941. On

C.S.W. Black List.

STEMMER, Wilhelm

Asst. V.,m(BE) Bahia (no date given).
In Wurtemberg in September 1942 . when he was
decorated by the Etappenorganipation for special.
services.

STEINEN, Carlos von der German Consul in Recife. .(See also below).
STEIN, Carl Hans , von Son of Carlos von der STEIN and V-m(HE) at

•
•

•dor Pernambuc•. An agent of Nils Christensen, who
reported allied ship movements in Recife. Involved
in espionage trial in July 1942, when both father and
son requested repatriation, but it was recommended
that they be interned. Deported from Brazil Nardh
1944 in exchange agreement between Brazilian and
German governments, although described as a naturalisod
Brazilian, having admitted he carried out espionage
work on behalf of the Germans..

Werner
STOEFEA.SIUS/, Kapt.z.See Gruppenleiter OKW/AmtAusland from 1937-43 and as such
was head of the Etappenorganisation. Succeeded by
NIEBUHR (q.v.) and became Siekommandant Nord Holland.
Arrested June 1945.
STOLTZ, George Hermann Asst. V-m(BE) Rio de Janeiro 1939.
Listed as a partner in Hermann STOLTZ & Cia. in
February 1941 and was involved with Hans STOLTZ (q.v.)
in German espionage. Decorated for special services
to the Etappenorganisation in September 1942.

STOLTZ, Hans Rudolf

L(HE)I Laguna, Rio de Janeiro 1936.

STROHM, Carl

Asst. BE ZaMboanga, Philippines, 1939.

(cover name:
Ulrich COI%

Born 0.1914, a Brazilian national and son of Hermann
STOLTZ, he did his military training in Germany: and
in May 1941 was employed at German Edbasay as
secretary to the Military Attache, General IEDEMFUHR.
With other members of the firm Hermann STOLTZ & Cia.
was implicated in German espionage in Brazil.
•

STUELDEEMER

L(BE) MbezaMbique 1938.
Member of firm H. Gomann 8c Co.

Shwa:, Wilhelm Ernest V.,m(BE) Laxoes Porte 1939 with monthly salary of RM.
Jr.
300. A prominent Nazi and son of the German consul
in Oporto.- Head of the German Shipping intelligence
and. member of firm W. Stuawe & Q. Still in Oporto
September

THEUEBKAUFIBhns
(cover name:'
Joachim THURMANN)

1945. .

Tientsin 1939 with monthly salary of PM. 300.
One of the three principals in the firm Melchers & Co.
Tientsin, where he has been in charge of the main
office since 1928. Aged about 45, tAll and of strong
personality. Had travelled very extensively in China
and was in touch with the most influential circles.
in China. Was placed at the disposal of the War
Bureau (Abw.Abt I) - presumably K.O. China - in June
1942 and relinquished his duties as agent for the

V-m(.)

Naval Intelligence.

THUN, Jahann von

V-4n(BE), .Las Palmas (no date given).

TOliNIES Gustav

Mozamhiqpe 1939 with monthly salary of RM.300.
horn 30.3.06. Member of William Philippi & Co,
0

Asst.BE

agents for D.O.AvL. in Mozambigne. Arrested by
Portuguese authorities in 1940 and spent two years in
prison for assisting escape of German ships from
Lourenco Marques in October 1939. Scheduled for
repatriation to Germany at the request of the

Portuguese authorities in July 1944, but arrangements
still not completed in March 1945,,
Shanghai •1935.

THUBh

(cover name: Johannes)Address: 401 Avenue
TELE, Otto @KUNTZE

duaoi. Albert,

Shanghai.

V-m(BE) Santos.
A naturalised Brazilian. Partner in the firm Theodor.
Willo & Co., and honorary German vice-consul in Santos.
Financed the laurnal "Diario Allemas" published in Sao
Paulo. One of the leaders of German espionage in South
Ameriea since the Great War, receiving orders from Dr.
H. DIETRICESEN, president of the firm Theodor Wille in
Germany. Implicated as German agent by Nils
CHRISTENSEN @ Josef STARZICZNY, was tried by the
security tribunal in October 1943 and sentenced to
eight years imprisonment. Released early in August

1945.

UNZ,

&gen

lr-m() Spyrna, Turkey.

Representative of Tutkanil,. Smyrna and Bayer until

1942, when he joined the armyv Left Turkey in Ju13/'
1942 and was forbidden to return by the Turkish
authorities. Joined Brandenburg Div. as Turkish
interpreter and was posted to Abwehrtnpp 250 at
Salonika in July 1943, specifically for an expedition
against ELAS. Believed to have been connected with the
SFAATZ stay-behind organisation in January 1945, when
he was concerned with the training of Circabsir.a
saboteurs. In Austria in March 194 r, as a Gefreiter
still with FAT 250. A clover experienced man, very
cautious in everything. Speaks French, Turkish and
Week. Height c01.74m., slim, blond hair, light eyes,
age e.401.

URANIKAS Theodosius A Greek, connected with the Etappenorganisat ion in

Athens 1938-39.

USLAR, Andn on
(cover name: Alex)

Etappen representative Bahia, Brazil, 1936-37.

0.35, height 1.82 m. Connected with North German
and believed to be the
coordination of the German espionago service in Cuba
in February 1940. Returned to Germany in 1940 via
Japan and Russia. Later connected with Prince
HOHENIOHE in Abt.III of the ONM.

Aged

Lloyd Steamship Line in Havana

VERMEHREN, Kapt.z.S. A member of the Etappenorganisation since 1933 and
Werner Referent IVa Abt. Ausland i.e. deputy head of the
organisation 1935-41, with responsibility for the
Spain, Mediterranean and Africa. Etappen. Working in
Spain for a short time in September 1940 and was
appointed by General FRANCO to be a Chevalier of the
Imperial Order in September 1941. Was Lent to Abwehr

II fo.c a special mission in May 194 1 and was congratulated for tha success with which'he carried it out.
Went to Tokyo on promotion to Kept. z.S. about t/'-xa
midtile

of 19424

31 =HAUS, EI.F.W.
(cover name:
Edgar KUNITZ)

BE Batavia 1935-39 with salary of RM.300 monthly.
Released from service when Holland was invaded by
Germauy.

vinuatr, Ulrich

V-m(BE) Yokohama,
Born 10.9.03. Decorated for special services to the
•Etappenorganisation in June 1941,

VOGEL, Walter.
(cover name:
Walter OLDIUS)

V-m(BE) Las Palmas 1935-39 with monthly salary, of RM.
300. Represontative of Edward Oetling of Casa Wbermann,
Las Palmas. Born c,1898 and has lived in Last Palmas
since the Great War. His business pri-Dnises were used
as a contact address for an agent of Ost Hamburg in
August 1941. Identical with Walter VOGEL, reported to
be on the staff of the Gestapo at the German school at
Las Palmas in October 1944.

voan, Dr. Werner

BE Shanghai, 1935.

VOIGT, Hans Dieter

BE Kors8r, Denmark, 1935:.

VOLLMER, Erwin

V-m(BE) Caoiz.
Shipping representative and secretary to the German .
consul in Cadiz. In possession of a W/T transmitter

(cover name: Henry) Address: 28 Route de Grouchy, Shanghai.

1943.

WAGENER

BE Burgos, Spain 1939 with monthly salary of RM.300.

wAMPIPT, Korv.Kapt.
Paul von

Born in Schleswig 3.5.92. Snoceeded STEFFAN as Naval
Attache in Stockholm early 19400 In December 1939
became Referent in Attache Abtellung, Berlin, under
Kapt. z.S. MUM and was a p ncerned with handling of
German naval attache in Washington, To17a, Madvid,
Lisbon and Rome. Arrest in Luebeck 2 9.9,45 .and
interrogated at CSDIC/WEA(BAOR)

WALTHER

V-m(BE) Piraeus 1939 with monthly salary of RM.300.

WASSNER, Kapt.z.S.

Mil , Ltr, and Naval Attache in London 1936,

WEHLITZ Karl astinz

V-m(BE) Kobe 1941.

TEENER, Ernst

BE Lima, Peru 1936-39 with monthly salary of RM.300.
Born (1.1895. Vice-president of German Chamber of
Com:manta in Lima. Deported from Peru April 1942.

WEIMER, Johannes

V-41(5g ) BarN. - 4 ona 1936-39 with:monthly salr-)1Y of RK.300

(cover name:
Erich 1=01i)

Representative of Dekade in Barcelona.

WXLMAN, Ernat
V-m(BE) Lisbon 1935-39 with salary of RM.500 monthly.
(cover name: Rodriguez Born Hors+ 27,4401. ConsnlAy . official, Lisbon.

PACHECO, Felix KROEGER) Director of
and head of offices of
Bhmburg-AMerika Lire and Deutsche Kohlen Dept. in
Lisbon. Reported to have assisted HEINIMEN, at one
time naval attache in Lisbon, in espionage work.
Address: Sociedade Insulana de Traspertes Maritimos Ltda.,
Praca.Duove de Terceira 24
Lisbon,

- 3 2 WENGOBORSKI

L(BE) North Persian Gulf,

1937.

Possibly identical with 0/Lt.z.S. WENGEOBOFSKI, born

1904. .auwehr II officer and former merchant navy

captain, who lived in Bremen and was an expert on
Turkey. In Mytilene 1942-43 aa temporary Leiter,
obtaining information about allied and Turkish
espionage. In Trieste December 1943 -April 19)14Since end of Mardh 1945 0.0. F0A.T.254 in Italy.
WENNEKER, Admiral Paul Mil. Ltr.. of Etappenorganisation in the Far East.
Naval 'Attache in Tokyo 1933-4.5.
WES TERME, Eduard

.
Grosse Backerstr. 18-20, Hamburg.
Used as.a cover address'. for the Etappenorganisation.

WIEEEMANN-Christian

Born .1906. Arrested with his father, Heinrich
WIEDEMANN, in connection with the PFLUGK7HARTUNG case

in Denmark 1_111938 and sentenced to 8 monthal imprison
ment. •

WIEDEMANN, Heinrich
BE Denmark 1937.
Friedrich Johann
Born 29.3.73. Joined the Etappenorganisation in 1935,
(cover name: PEDERSEN) but was not sworn in. Was trained as a TVT operator,
Arrested with his son Christian in connection with the
PFLUGK-HARTUNG case in 1938 and sentenced to 8 months'
imprisonment.
WIEBR, Richard
WIESNER

V-qn(BE) Magallanes, Chile 1937.
V-m(BE) Santca 19374,
Possibly identidal. with W elm WIESNER, a Berlin
lawyer who werA tb Brazil in 1939 together with
Regierungsrat KREBS from the
On outbreak of
war he work p d in the telegram dept of the German
_Etbassy and was later transferred to the German
Consulate-General in Sao Paulo. Married in Rio in
1942 and returned to Germany in September 1942, whore
he obtained a post in the juridical dept. of the
Foreign Office. Was in close contact in Brrwil with
Gustav MOCK and ENGUNG.

WIGAND, Paul
(cover name:
Bruno SEIFERUNG)

L ( EE ) TokYa 1935-39, with monthly salary of RM.300.
Employed by lilies & Co., Teikoku Seimei Kan, Tokyo.
An army lieutenant in 1914, he was an observer (BE)
at Kobe in 1939 and succeeded BILLMANN as L(BE) in
Tokyo, in August 1939, using cover of Assistant to the
Naval Attache with rank of Lt. z.S. Mentioned for
good work in March 1940. Made a number of visits to
Shanghai, where he consulted with Werner SCHUMER and
Dr. KOPFF.

WILD, Ernst
(cover. name:
Egon MUSCITNITZ)

v.-m(BE) Gallic), Ceylon 1936-39 with monthly salary.of
RM.300.
Address: c/o Hanseatic Trading Co. Ltd.
P.O. Bar 3854

Colombo,,

WILKENS Friedrich
Wilhelm

V-m(BE) Rio Grande, Brazil 1940-42.
Born in Bremen 1.4.03. Came to Buenos Aires in 1921
as representative of North German Lloyd Agency and
later became agent of Hamburg S. America Steamship Co.
in Rio Grande. Admitted working for the Germans and
was interned 8.5.42. Decorated for special services
to the Etappenorganisation in 1942.

-33--

BE Genoa 1938.

W1LLERICH

Employed in Rob. M. Sloman Jr. Soc. Mar. which •
•
represented all big Genoa shipping firms.

+WINGKELMANN, Gustav
(cover name:
Ferdinand)
WITT, Bruno

L(BE) Durban 1935. Replaced in . 1937 by •MLADIEK, but
later returned to South Africa as an independent BE
and representative of the D.A.L. Shipping Co.

BE
1936.
Address: Strandgate 20,
Bergen ., Norway.
Reported as a Norwegian Gestapo' agent in September 194,-),

WIMEMEFT-EMEN, Vice- Naval . Attache and Mil. .Ltr. Washington 1939.
Admiral •
WOEBLER,• Dr.

BE Mazatlan, Mexico 1939

WOXER, Theodor

L(17) Walvis Bay, S,W. Africa 1934%-38.Agents-number:333.
Born c.189b, Agent for the Wbermann Lind and director
of . Maertius andWbker, forwarding agents.

(cover tame: Jonny)'

with monaly salary. of RM.3CO.

WOLFFERTS, Karl Adolph BE Recife.
@ Alfredo, also
Agent of 1\1brecht Gust air
Hugo
assoCiated with KE1TTER and von'HEYER in clandestine
W/T operations. Arrested April 1942.
WULFF, August
(cover name:
Alexander BERG)

BE Riga, Latvia 1935.
Address: c/o Lo8 & Co.,
Riga, Gildes,
Lauk 4,
Latvia,

WULLENWEBER

V-m Copenhagen (no date given).

ZAPPE, Erich

BE Beira 1938, Deputy L(BE) 1939. Monthly salary as
deputy L(BE) gm.300.
Former Wit operator and officer of the Deutsche OstAfrika Linie. In charge of D.O.A.L. rowboats and
lighters in February 1942 and was very friendly with
American shipmasters-. Posted to IM K.O. Portugal in
July 1944 to work in Carcais, reporting shipping
movements and recruiting•agents. Description:-b.c.1888;•
5 , 5" 't1, 175 lbs, bald blue eyes.

ZEDLITZ, Graf

Representative of the Btappenorganisation in Brussels:
1938. Possibly identical with Graf Friedrich Karl
ZEDLITZ, important Nazi agent in Brazil, who arrived.
in Rio de Janeiro from Berlin in March 1941.

Pclul

• Milan. and Genoa 1935.
Representative of the German office of Information in
Milan.
1933 - Agents-nuMher: 44O.
V-m(IE) Der-e&-Salem/1935. / L(BE) Lobito, Portuguese.

ZEIGNER,

(cover name:
Karl KLEIN)
ZEMIN, Bans
(cover name:
Heinz)

West Africa 1936-39./

Representative Of German East Africa Line in Dar-esSaLam and of Woermann Lino in Lobito, where he replaced
.AOKERMANN. Arrested at luala by the British on the
outbreak of war whilst on a tour uf inspection and was
interned in Jamaica. Now applying to return to
PortuguesaWest Africa.,

ZIEGLER, Kurt

Assistant.HE Trondheim 1935.
Aad'eoas: i.Fai I/arta:7).1m Co..,
OharlOttenlund,
Trondheim.
.
Possibly identical with Kurt Helm ZIEGLER, son of tho

German Consul in Trondheim, horn in Norway o.1910 and
educated in Trondheim. Returned to Norway from
Germany in April 1940 as a methher of the Gestapo anl
obtained information from the Norwegianb having posed
as one of thom. Left Norway in July 194i.

ZIMERMANN, Thomas
or Theodor.

(BE. Port Sudan 1939.
Interned and repatriated in December 1939.

ZSCI-11/ff7_,R,

Z-4.1(3a) To kY0 1939.

Ada. =

Addition to Litt.

ATENDIENT TO A21=31 I
ACKERMANN, J.
(cover name
Hans HERMBERG)

Vin(BE) Lobito 1935 with agents-number 323.
Address: '0/0 Woorriann Linie, Lobito, SVL.. Africa.
We to return to Germany stuner 1936.

ALLEWELDT, Erich
cover name
Tim Southward)

Ott.' 34,. and !35: BE *Vancouver.: Cancula. Agents-number 1602
Fartier. Partner insurance company. Address: • 3,983 West
20th Ave. Vancouver. Last contact 19
March 1938: Korv,Kpt.(E) ln 0IiVA III:.

BECKER,
Ka.pt. Lt.

Asst. Referent Aus, IV 2,212.= se

BECKtIRTS4, Heinz,

L/BE., Windhuk, S.V,f. Africa 1939 and 1941.
Received., salary of RM 500 monthly as. Lifv.I, Windhuk,
in 1939.
Director of Tuber arid Corssen. Aged c.55 (194.6}. Mad.

KaPt.t.t.A..D

Itlad.e trip to Tokya Ikarch 1941. Appointed assistant to Korea. KPt. Pohlmann, at Etappe
Bordenv, Sept. 1941.

(EOLLSTEDT, Norbert Nov.1931: Lt.z..S.4.1). Agent in Durban, S. Africa.
Add. ( (cover name,
Address: P.O.. Box 1559 Durban. Oct. ' 33: German honOrax7
( Harald - 1933)
Consul. Wool wholesaler, Leiter Etappe S. Africa.
PEL017,:.17adertar
(cover •riante:,... •
Wa111.e)..

ad. rtsir.,„ Werner

Preg,Kapt.

Vri.(11E) Alexandria. 1936.6.37. (Dec.1939: going to IVTam as
representative of German firm and to be used as BE)

Head of firm Wald.Below,

IF • •

Referent in Abwehr-Abteilung, later in Abt,. Ausland,
section controlling theEtappenorganisation, as from
1.4..35. Responsible for Liebersee-Etappe (Americas and

Per East) and specialist for all shipping matters.
P/71 in U.S.A. 194.5.

Heirrath BE, , Botha Victoria, 1934, 1935 and •1S39. ReceiVed salary
(cover name
of Mt 300 monthly. .Asidress: West Africa Planting Co"
ROBERT)
Victoria, Botha-Viotoria, Cameroon, V. Africa.,
A etIts
19
...:Lrtum

EIERHARDT,

FIRMENICH,
or P.W.

PE, Dua.la, • arleroon.s 1934. and 19-35. ...1:_nta—nlaer7
Address: Woermann Line Agency of ruala, Dottala, atmeroons,
(French W. Africa), (P.O. Box 101).
Sept 0 1939: In Germany.

FRIEHSTUECK Rudolf' Nov 1932 . Leiter Etappe Singapore. Addresst 124. Dabinson.
Add.•
(cover name: Rudi) Road, Singaiiore. Employed in firm Labmann..&
Ffthnrich z.S: a.ED.
1934. and. 1935 Vi(BE) Singapore. Agents-enrabei•2004.
Septa939: Vi(F) Singapore, to be paid: stl.a.rst VE.300
monthly-.
Gill&RTISS, P. .

(Cover': name:
WIlheIri)

-

".

Oct. 19344 BE East London, South Africa. Addetss.:

Allenby Road, SAalborne, East London, S. Africa. ?id,A7
Heinz MESMER below.

GAERTNER, Noir=

IR, East London, South Africa...4...4...

(warm,

Vi(B) Lagos Oct. 1934.. L(BE) Lagos, 1935. Agents,numbort:r
•
Address: Lagos Agency, Woermann Line A.G. • P.O. Box '525,

Lagos. Nigeria,. W. Africa.

-2HARTWIG, Wolf

M(DE) Freetown 1935/36. Agents-number: 310.
Addivss$ 0/0 Woormann Line,
Resident Agency for Sierra. Leone,
Freet own,
19346 "' General agent of Woermanrc Line - Accm. Then
o.60 years old. Born in Dasseldorf.
Honorary German Consul for Gold Coast.

HIRSEKORN, Dr. Hans (BE) Ltideritz, S.W. Africa 1931
(cover names:
328 (in 1935).
ANDERS; nix. 'Cohn,
Address: P..0. Box 21+,
1 932 ; Max CONRAD,
Luderitz,
S.W. Africa.
1934.)
Ve HOMO1ST 0 Jtirgen

- 1935.

Agents-number:

L(21E) II Tanga and Mombasa 1938. L.p.onta-number: 363.
_Received salary
Germany March 191+0.
Was Ortsgruppenleit_Pr of NSDAP, Tanga. Aged c.40 (1946). •

IBLENFELD), Reinhold Vla(DE) Accra 1935-39. Agepts-number: 307.
Was to receive sal
of Rri. Ss month as Vm(BE1
4,ddiresw
JAMBS, Diedrich
names:
Add. (cover
Charly and
PARKER)
KLAUSE, Ernst
(cover name:
Otto KUSCSEL)

for the Gold Coast.

L(BE) England Arpil 1936 - March 1939. Agents-number:W
536. Later AbW. I H agent, who did not operate.
Naturalised British in Pretoria, Tebruary 1936.
Via(.) Bathurst, 193_5 - .1939. Agents-number: 385.
'Received salAry of RM.300 monthly in 1939 as BE Bathurst.
Lufthansa ethployea.
Address:
was given cover there.

Ada, (KRAATZ, Joachim
Hans

Sept. 1928: Weltnachrichtendienst (A.bw.Vb) agent, Cairo.
Address: 1 rue Gattaqui. Pacha "Rokolccr", Cairo, Egypt.

Add, ICUEPPER, F.

Sept. 1928: Weltnachrichtend.ienst (Abw.Vb) agent, C-r,:,0
Town. Served in German any up to 1925. Rank Oberst.a4D,.
1930 - 32: Etappenclienst agent in Cape Town. Employed
in fil rta Poppe, Schunhoff & Guttery (wool company-) P.Oe
Box 132, Cape Town, S. Africa.

(cover ma:: Fritz

LEPPIN, Max
(cover nuns
Fritz HEN)
• MERTC23N, E.
Add. (cove.r
John l'.NLERSON)
NIEMANN, Walter

rESCHEL
Ada. (cover name:
( STEINACKER)

L(DE) Egrpt 190. A
Ebrn 1891.
Address:

411 and
have returned to ET/pt.

October 1933.: Etappendionst agent Sydney. Presumably
SUcceeded by EUgen 2AA.T1Y. Au.straiian representative
of Nordideutsoher-Lloyd.
Address: 10 Killara Avenue, Killara, New South Wales,
L/BE.Lagos, Nigeria 1936-39 with monthly salary of RM.
500.
Dorn o. 1904. Agent of Nbermann Line.
November 1939: Had..returned to Grmany;.released by
French owing to letter of safe conduct from British
1934: BE in Oldeani, Tanganyika. Address: c/o Frau Raab-

Roose.

RODELMANN, Korv.KAt,.
A.R.

atc

sreferent
Abt.Ausl. Gip.e IV,
Controlling the Etappenorganisation May 1940 - 'Time
1941. JUhe 1941 pasted to Bordenm . as head of Marine,-

Arift.(FOHMANN, Rag. Ob. In. Head of registry sub-section in the Abwehr-Abteaung,
later Abt. Ausland, section controlling the Etappen-

organisation 1936 - 1943.

Add. riTZEU, Ottranat.
or °ernes
RASSMUSS , Karl • Rudolf
(cover name:
Oswald Egger)

T, Karl or Klaus
Cover name: Clive)

Add.(SCHARBF, Fritz
( (cover name:
( Otto SCHMIDT)
•SCEMOLINSKE, Otta,
Korr. Knpt.

.

1938 739: BE in Suez.
Austrian born in Graz. Aged about 52 ( in 1946).
Etployee . of British Coaling Depot.
BE:Calcutta 22Zr39. ALents-number: 1302.
Dimmaroial attache at the German consulate for many

years until the outbreak of war and was thought to
have carried out commercial espionage. Was in Germany
in Sept. 1939. 1941-44 commercial attache in Kabul,
where he carried out intelligence activities.
Returned to Germany April 1944.
L(BE)I Mombasa 1943-1939 with monthly salary of RM.
500. Agents-numbers: 325, 335, 345•
Representative of German East Africa Line in Mombasa.
Repatriated to Germany February 1940.
October 1934: BE in England. AtiriTess: c/o German
Consulate, Royal NnAl Buildings, Southampton.
Referent in at. Ausland IV 1937 -olicv. 1939.
Responsible. for the wireless service, Ref.IVf.

SlEFKEN, Lois Theodor .Vm(BE).Membasa 1
8. Agents-number: 347.
(cover name: Theodor
ed c 0 vears
PAHL)
.Employed. 1932 -.38 : East African Travellers
Information Bureau.
One of the . oldest of Abt. Ausl. IV an conalacrca
very gaol intelligence agent. Later went to China
to . work for the Abwehr.
1idd.(ULIT, Kplat.

WINCXELMANN, (Instal%
(cover name:
Perdimml)

Referent rOy f . ( from Jan 1941 IV n) in Abt. AunI.
Gruppe IV. November 1939 as successor to Kory.Kp.
Otto SCHHOLINSIM, responsible for wireless matters
L(E) Durban 1933. ..Agents-nutbers: 427, 317, 341..
Replaced in 1937 by ELADEK, but • later- returned to
South'Africa as an independent BE and representative
of the r4A.L. Shipping Co.

(Translation)

AFTENDIX II
GUIDE FOR COLLABORATION WITH THE IT-VEN OF THE
ETAPPENORGANISATION
(Inatructions A)

Dated Berlin 6.6.36
Issued by the Supreme Commander
of the Kriegsmarine - RAEDER.
Chapter I - General
1. The following are equipped with this document:-

Ba do Po

Fi d.T.
P. d.U.
Flottenkammando.

Battleships
Panzerschiffe
Heavy cruisers
Cruisers .

Maribeattaches

and other staffs afloat, ships and boats, only when they
have received Etappen equipment for voyages in foreign waters..
2 4 This document 'A' contkns an introduction into the nature and'
methods of the Etappenorganisation. It is designed to supply Comm4Iders
abroad with an introduotion into the methods of collaboration with the
Etappe and to give them an insight into the military effectiveness of
the Etappe.

3. The Commander will only be able to extract from the Etappe the
maximum efficiency in time of war if he has intimate knowledge oP the
directions laid. down for such , work„ combined with a comprehensive and
intelligent understanding of the whole . BE (Beriahterstatter)- , and Via
(Verborgungsmann) Service,
Chapter II - Fundamentals of the Etappen Service
(1) Organisation
A. Characteristics
5. The Etappenorganiaation is based on reliable Reichsdeutsdhe
living abroad who are in A commercial and Independent position and who
show particulr aptitude for the Etappen Service. They shoUld-also.be
men whose professional position gives them cover for the carrying out
of the diverse duties of this Service.
6, The Organisation covers the whole world, with particular regard
for the countries likely to remain neutral in the event of war.
7. The Etappanorganisation will be called into action in the event of
war or on special orders at a time of crisis. In time of peace, it will
be carefully cherished and kept strictly secret.
Only those immediately connected with the work of the Etappen
Service shall have any knowledge of it.
8. All IT-nwm of the Etappe are equipped with secret material
(instructions l .lists of addresses, cypher keys, etc.) In time of peace
this equipment will be kept in a special steel cupboard, on extra/territorial.

-2 territorial premises belonging to the local representative of the
German Foreign Office. Occasional inspection of these documents may
only be made by the V-man within the premises of the Embassy, Legation

etc.

Ih wartime tho material will be handed out to the V-man in sb far
as his activities necessitate his having it.
,
The equipment of warships in foreign waters consists ef:a Instructions A.
(Etappenvorschrift)
b
Cypher keys
d List A.
o List B. (General List B)
9. The chiefs of the diplomatic missions are generally informed about
the Organisation and the V-men operating in their area. They aro expected
to support the activities of the V-men, in accordance with the agreements
made with the AuswKrtiges Amt (See Appendix III).
10. As far as concerns the behaviour of V-mon in war and peace,
fundamental rule applies:-

fallowing

the

Strictest secrecy and the greatest restraint in time of peace,
Greatest activity and the relentless prosecution of their duties
in time of ward
B.. Duties
11. a) Collection and assessment of militarY,.political'and
economic information of importanee, and itS transmission to Germany,
or elde to the nearest Gerhan warship or: merchant vessel.

• b) supplying all

Supplies and food,

German warship S in foreign waters with fuel,

a) Hindering the enemy supply and information services by
influencing local authorities, firms and the Press.
• d) Supporting Getman war economy in so far as this can be
carried out without endangering tasks a) and b).
Co Personnel of the Etappo

12. All persons recruited for and employed by the Etappesorganisationi.
all BE, Vt(EE) and L(EE), will be referred to hereafter under the
collective title of • Vertrauensleute of the Etappe.
13. Berichterstatter (reporters) - BE.
The reporters supply the EE Service of the Etappe and are merely a
means. of collecting and transmitting information, They willbe placed in
the larger ports,. centres of communications ., and places of political
importance, even if these are not on the coast; and through their
occupation '(nerehant shipping representative, export merchant, pilot, etc.)
they will be in a position to obtain a clear picture of marine traffic and
commerce in their locality.
The most important of them are quipped
transmitters.

with disguised short-wave

1h. VersorgungsmAnner (supply men) - WOE).
These are primarily engaged in the supply service of the Etappe but
are required simultaneously to be responsible for the BE service in their
territory.

They are locatod at ports which serve them as supply bases* and will
the chief roprosontativo of the Gorman shipping agonoies or
the ownors or.ropresontatives of. foreign branchos of large Gorman firms*

generally be

15 A, Etappenleiter (Head of the Etappo) L(BE)

A number of BE and Vin(i3E) are placed in each Etappe under the control
of an L(BE) . who will be responsible for the running of the Etappe in time
of war.
In countries where it is anticipated that there maybe heavy demands
on the Etappe, there will be special military chiefs (UilZtr.), generally
the Naval Attachos, For each HiloLtr6 s the R.K414 will supply special
instructions concerning the croation„ organisation and conduct of the
Etappe*
Sinilarly a Sondervereinbarung (Special Agreement) if made with all
V-men in the Etappo * This Agreement lays down all their namcs, cover names,
contacts, as well as their local duties; and these Special Agreaments are,
in peacetime, lodged with secret equir T-I rmt in extra-territorial premises*
16. Every commander in foreign waters is, in time of war, and so far as

litnry duties demand, permitted to rocruit new V-racm and to supplant those
who are not egm0.1 to their task with fresh agents * Naval Attaches, who are
responsible for tho military control of an Etappo„ have the same oompetenco,
The names of newly rocruitod V-mon * together with their cover names and
cover addressos, as well as the names of any dismissed V-men t are to be
sent to the 114K„16. 4 as soon as passiblo.
(2) Estinntion of the officiana_of
A.

the Eta222

Gancral

176 In ostimating the. military efficiency of the Etappo with particular
regard to the amount of reliable work it can carry out, a special criterion
must be usod.
Each commander who in time of war applies to thoEtappo for assistance,
must be clearly cognisant of the nature of the organisation * its inevitable
deficiencios and the groat difficulties with which the lb-caen have to cope
in foreign countries; failing this * ho may sot his expectations of the
organisation too high, and will therefore be inclinod„ at the slightest
failure, to draw false conclusions as to the total effectiveness of the
Etappe*
484 It is therefore advisable to make allowances in advance for delays and
oven failures in carrying out his requosts, and ho should arrange blz
roquiremonts accordingly, (i4 o, by applying to two sources simultaneously
and obtaining confirmation of rosults independently, etc.)

D. The BE Service*
19. The V-men of the Etappo are faccd with a many.sidod and complicated
problem in tho carrying out of their dutios, which require of them good
WT knowlodgc„ a profound knowledge of local conditions * and oxact
information about the many possibilities for tho trammuission of
information,
The BE Sorvice do-Innis from its BE men a high degree of skill
ingenuity and ofte:, the wl .:Ae-timo service of the individnpl,

and

(Thoro follow various paragraphs outlining the means of communication

and how thoso are to ho usod skilfully -V-mon are recommended to use the
organisation of Amateur Radio Broadcasters, to which many German amateursabroad bolona also five paragraphs covering the duties of "Supply Men" fool, money, etc)

65, The Etappo is an organisation which has been built up in peacetime,

with care and close attention to details, for the purpose of assisting tho
Batherlsmd t s war potentials in time of war, The duties of the Etappe
imply a high degree of responsibility, On the successful work and support
of the Etappe depends not least the safety of ships and crews.

AI

APPENDIX III

(Translation)

Agreement between the Reichnkrie sninisteriuu and the Auswartiges Amt with regard to assistance to the Navy in peaco
and in War -by means of Reichn representatives abroad.
Among the general duties of representatives of the Gennan Reich abroad
is that of supplying assistance and support to the ships of theiCriegsmarine
and. their crews ' in'peace as well as in war. In this connection the Reichs
representatives must naturally take into consideration. the fact that they may
'come into conflict neither with the laws of the country they-are in nor with
the fundamentals of international law. It must be left to the Officiali
political and patriotic sense of responsibility of the individual Reichs
representative to decides according to the particular circumstanoes.of his
how . fat he can =toed thoterms of the following Special Agreement in .
supporting the Kriegamarine and in carrying out any wishes of the 0.4M.
or of the Kriogsmarine commanders wholappen to be in the waters of the
Btappe in question. But it is absolutely forbidden for the Reichs repro
santative himself or for one of the officials under him to assume the
functions of •a reporter or leader of the Etappan Organisation of the
Kriegamarino. In additions, in poace as well as in war * the Reiohs
representative must not participate in the information service of the
Kriegmnarine abroad to a greater extent than is abselutely necessary's'

In discussions between the A.A. and the R.4.M, the following Spool!),
Agreements have specifically been madetA4 ' In Peaoe

1. The

Roichs representatives will place their offices at the disposal of
the Etappcnorganisation for the storage of secret documonts and material.

2, Since, in time. of war, the Kriegsmarine will no lenger have warships
stationed abroad, the Reich:, •representatives will support the
Kriegsmarino in the Creation of an Etappenorganisations_ and particularly
in the selection of suitable personnel.
The heads of the Reichs representatives abroad are in duty bound to treat
as most secret all information that may come into their hands with regard
to the Naval Information Service; •particularly the Reichs representatives
are forbiidonte refer in any way to their connection with this Organisations
in their cammuniehtion with the A.A. or with other diplematio establishmonts.
The question of tho Reichs representative reporting the movemonts of
Gorman and foreign warships within the zone of his competence is
laid down by the directives of the A.A. members

5, The Aunwtrtiges Amt and the Reichs representatives place at the disposal
of theKriogsmarine their own facilities for using diplomatic couriers •
for the purpose of carrying secret letters back to Germanys

B, In War'
E. The arrangements laid down 14 paragraphs 1-5 are valid in time of war,

and to an oven greater extent than in time of peaes.

Berls 21

behalf of the
Reichnkriegsministerium

1. On

On behalf of
•

the
Auswftrtiges Amt

On behalf of the
KrlOgsmarino

May 1935

agds CANARIS,
Rear Admiral an4
Chief of the Abwehrabteilung
sgd. von KELLER,
Ambassador
riga,

GUSE,

Roar Admiral and
Chief of the Kommandoamtes.

•

APPENDIX IV
The -organisation of the section controlling theEtappendienst
in relation to the German Intelligence Service
In April 1928 the Abwehr-Abteilung was . divided into "Sektionen"

Whieh,

cm 80.28, were renamed "Gruppen", thus:Chef-Baro
Registratur
Kasse
Sektian • I

a -West
b - East
•- Technique
d - Archive

Sektien II

Reg.

Cypher Section
coding and decoding
Soktict III
a C.E.,Ar4
b C.E.„ NavY
• C.B., civil
d

0

investigation

• security

k . index

Gruppe V (or Gruppc Marino)
a 0, gehoimer Meldodienst

b Weltnachrichtondionst

Various organisational changes were made in the other Gruppen of
during its expansion from 1928 to 1938, and by 1936 GruPP e VI
had been added for Air espionage (Luftnachrichtendienst) .. Gruppo V rmmAlned
with its two Referaten. (a) and (b) (with:the addition in 1 . 935 - 196 of v( o)
apparently for financial mattera, V(j) oard index section, andV(k) for
registry work) until the and of September 1936. On 100.36 Roferat Y(1) the
Referat oontrolling the Etappendienst which had replaced the Weltnachrichtendianst became Gruppo IV of the Almehr-Abteilung and Ref erat V(a), Gruppe

Abwehr.AbtoUnng

In 1938 the Abmehr-Abteilung and the Abteilung Ausland of the .OKW were
pl,aoed jointly under the single control of AMtsgruppe Auslandenaehrichten td
Atrntaar with CANARIS as head of the Amtagruppe and of the Abwehr division " and
with BUEROER as head of tho.Abtoilung Ausland. And on 1.608 the Etappen,organisation was taken out Of the Abwehr and put into AbteillIng Ausland, Gruppe
.
IX. The text • of the GoxMan note on this subject is as follows:-

"Am 1.6,38 Wurdd imfage caner Organisatioadinderung innerhalb.

des OKW die bin dahin ale Gruppe IIrder damaligen Abwehr Abteilung
sugeteilteLeitung der Etappenorganisation als Gruppe IX der Abteilting.

Ausland . in der Amtsgruppe Auslardsnachrichten/Abwehr eingegliedert."

The reason for this move is not given in the captured documents eXisaiained4 , A
fairly roasonablooxplanation might be: • that it was considered Undesirable foa.
an organisation of this nature . - which, as shown in the report, also directly
served the Gorman Navy, received instructions . fran the Naval Coinmand and was
.thus t and because of its widespread business and shipping contacts, necessaril:
known In
detail to numbers of persons, and which depended to a considerabl:,
extent on Auswartigos Amt facilities for communications eto - to remain a
•direct part of. the Abwohr proper. The change was, however,. opposed 'by the
. individual officers of Gruppo IV who pointed out the advantages to their
intelligence work of ramaining within.theAbwehr.

Between 144 11.38 and 19 • 11. 38 the Eto.ppeno:cganisation was transferred
from Gtuppoi-II to Gruppc IV of Abtcilung Ausland,
In the Autumn of 1942s when Abtoilung Ausland became an Amtsgruppe
(Intsgruppe Auslandsnach.richtexi td Abwohr had been promoted to it li,uslandsnachrichten id Abwohr in Nova-abor 1939) and.. its sections were changed from
Gruppen into Abtoilungons the Etapponorganisation was moved into Abteilung
of Aratsgruppo Ausland,
Cn the dissolution of Amt Auslandsnachrichten/Abwohr in Ju2 ,7 1944,
the Etappenorganisation wont back to the OEM,
The officers Iola= to have been eciployed in the section responsible
for the Etappendionst aro:; Adm•Rat STA=
Abw,Referont lib
1928
1. 929

Korv,Kpt,PATZIG (later Gruppenleiter V & subsequently Chef

Abw,Abt,)

?Jan,31 o•Nov•31

ft

Kptlt,P,PRISIUS (later, wits rank
Korv,Kpt,s. Navigation Officer of
the

Nave 31

S opt. 33

Ooto33 =. Spring 37
(from 1,10.36

11

U

It

It

°ruiner "Leipzig")

: Kptlt• Otto SCHULZ
It

Grupponloitor IV

Kptlt, Gottfried KRUEGM (later
KorveKpt.)

'May 37 Juno 38 Gruppcnloiter IV
June 38 - Nov. 38 Abt, Gr•L • IX
Nov, 38 Oct, 42 Abt,A=1, Gr, L• IV
Oat, 42 - JU21 0 43 Ag•Ausl•AbtaChae III

Kpt,z,S,Werner STONEHASIUS

June /h3

Kpt•z•S• Diedrich =BUHR

Ag•Ausl•Abt,Ohof

Pram 1934. assistant officers . were takan into 'Reforat Vbs and in
June 1935 the section was sub-divided thus:Vbi : Kortapt,(E) Werner VIIINEMEN s who joined in about March 1934. was
responsible for Uobersee-Etappen Africa, N,E,Atlantie s Mediterranean;
speuialist . offioer for all means of ooratuunioation (IV/T. cable. tele.
gresns letter-pOst)s development of wireless apparatus *wireless
instruction;

Specialist for all codes
deputy for Vb.andVb2

Vb2

ICs.ptlt,(E) Werner D)EZE:Ls who joined in about P'ebruary 1935 with
official posting as from 1.4.35, was:
responsible for Etappen North and South Americas Uebersee (East
Australia, India);
Opocia.list for all shipping oompany matters, supply questions,
equipment, shipping, oharterdng;
specialist for instruction to merchant ships' captains;
deputy for Vb1 and Vb3

Al3L3.1

KptIts(E) Dr, JECKs who had joined as 11b2 in about August 1 934, IvAst
responsible for Nah-Etappes Baltic States, Scandina.vias England,
Iceland., Holland;
Etpeoialist for all economic and legal matters;
responsible for cover addresses;
deputy for Vb2
he section used the Gruppe V carding and registry sections Vk and Vjs under
from about March /936 - Herr, TERP•

Tho organisa.tion of Gruppo IV as frau 1 0 10.36 was as follows:4y
,

Gruppenleitor

Korv,Kpt, KRUEGER, head of . tho Btappendionst and responsible
for policy, personnel, liaison with 0121 and with thO other
Gruppcn of Abw.Abt,(Succooded by STOELPHASILE)

Referat IV a

VMEHRZN, with dutios as for 1b1 . above, In Fobruary 1937 he
prosunably handod over the .roloss work io IVf„ see balm.
: D=L, with duties as for Vb2 above,

tf

IV C

Dr, JECK, with duties as for Vb3 abovo, Roplacod in May 1940

IV k

Horr DERP $ card index soction

by Horst v. PF.LUGK-HARTTUNG.

and telegram

service.

t Reg.Inspo .POHUIANN t, Receipt section, registry section for
files and letter books petty cash.

Registmr

In February 1937. the Reforat IV f was added. (tho symbol being changed
in . January 1944 to IV n) under Korv.Kpico(Ing) Otto SalIOLINSKB„ who was
suooeedod n November 1939 by Kptlto MIT, This Roforat was made responsible
for, the Btap .penfunkdionst (the Etappon wireless service), for the training of

V.4Jeuto in operating and maintenance;

installatim of apparatus abroad, trial
transmissions; teChnical . dovelopmentsvall instructions as to wave lengths etc.;
roception stations in Gormany, instruction of personnel;, examination of
suitable anateUrs from the Gorman Amateur Transmitting Service (D.A.S.D.) and
use of their conhoctions with the Intonational Amateur and Transmitting
Serviee for the inconspicuous obtaining of information from abroad,
In the final organisation of the Etappendionst . ( 1938) $ IVa was
responsible for the Forn-Etappe; IVb for the Uoborboe-Etappe; and lirc for
tho Nah;Etappo4
The same sub-section •ytbols (a, b, a °too) Were used while the
section was Gruppe a . in Abt,.Aunland and again after it had reverted to the

number V i in. Abt, Ausland.

On the outbreak of war assistant officors (Hilfsreforenten) were
attaohed . to the sub-sections, thus:H : Horst v. .PFLUGK-HARTTUNG„ who in May 1940 took DroJECK t s place as
IVe,'and. was suceoeded as IVA .E by: Xptltsd kE4 POHIZ/LANN„ who
was finally posted in June 1941 .with the rank KorveKpted4R4
liarineEtappo Bordeaux, and succeeded . as IVA-H in July 1944
• (official posting SepteMber 1944) 127: Kptlt t„ rETZER,

IVb H

rio H
IVk - E

to

in .Sopbember
and who. by the end of 1941 had not been replaced

Xptlt. (3011. Heimaa, who was posted to:Bordeaux

t

Officer's name not given,

the initial

letter: O.

Name not given.

The dirinicvn ^f work of Agilnland, Abt,ni is not 1cac.7.04:4v.
telephon a directory ox53 o-rras the following organ isa t
.ana tiff ,
Abt. Ch ae
NIEBTJHR, Kaptoz,S,
Bthrooffizier RAEME/44144
Grasp° A

GraLcitor
usReforont A : DZOTEL, Poitapte

Al.
A 2

Grupo B
Gr,Leitor B
u,Reforent B SOHNEIDITarIND, F.Kapt.

BI
RegoLeiter

Gr,Leiter C
u4Referont C DLIT Kaptlto

0

3H, SfaoliAL1
IMVS01-1 :tkt
Ruarzaaa.x.rrett.
XiaVAL0411eag"11411mP•

44,atellter

ASCEINGER ,Hplang,
Si,t:62,1,/,.)
;Mir , Sf
)
: 1104S_-.•

